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AQA (A): Paper 2 ‘World War 1 and its aftermath’: Core set text 

My Heart
Anne Varty suggests ways of reading 
poems in this groundbreaking collection 
of women’s First World War poetry

The publication of Scars Upon My Heart in 1981 was 
momentous. Not only was First World War poetry by 
women heard collectively for the first time, but this in 

turn necessitated a thorough revision of how poetry of this era 
was to be classified, valued and understood. 

Women’s participation 
These pioneering achievements of the collection are closely 
intertwined. Here was poetry that did not fit the received 
narrative formed from postwar publication of a narrow band 
of soldier-poets — the first-hand story of horror, suffering and 
anger, typified and indeed overshadowed by the poetry of 
Wilfred Owen. Prior to the publication of Scars Upon My Heart, 
the privileged authority of combat experience was secure. The 
writing of ‘war poetry’ was the preserve of those who had taken 
part in the fighting. Since women were not allowed to serve on 
the front line, they were automatically non-combatants and 
their poetry was not accepted as ‘war poetry’ simply because 
they were excluded from what a patriarchal culture defined 
as the experience of war. Editorial decisions made by those 

selecting poetry to represent the First World War meant that 
women’s voices were at best sidelined, at worst silenced. 

The inconsistencies of this view were exposed by Scars Upon 
My Heart. What permitted work by non-combatant poets such 
as Kipling and Hardy, for example, to count as ‘war poetry’ 
while even poetry by women in uniform such as Vera Brittain — 
who served as a nurse in the Voluntary Aid Detachment — was 
not previously accepted as such? Scars Upon My Heart exposed 
underlying cultural assumptions that the subject matter of war 
and its expression in poetry were owned exclusively by men. 
The collection confronted these assumptions and helped to 
overturn them. 

The release of women’s voices
Neither in 1918 nor in 1981 was news of female participation 
in the war a revelation to women. The title of the anthology 
is taken from Vera Brittain’s ‘To My Brother (In Memory of 
July 1st, 1916)’. This poem was written just four days before 
Edward Brittain was killed in action on the Italian Front on 
15 June 1918. The poem remembers the first day of the Battle 

Scars Upon 
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of the Somme, the day on which her brother was injured, 
and his courage for which he received the high honour of the 
Military Cross. She opens the poem by stating her emotional 
participation in her brother’s combat. With a metaphor of 
embodiment, ‘Your battle-wounds are scars upon my heart’, 
Brittain asserts how she has internalised his suffering, placing 
‘your battle’ in balance with ‘my heart’. She then develops their 
shared endurance and recovery to form a secular prayer for his 
safety in the ‘Last Advance’. 

Her survival of his loss is documented in her wartime 
autobiography, Testament of Youth (1933). Throughout this 
narrative Brittain draws frequently on poetry, turning when she 
is bereaved by the battle death of her fiancé in 1915 to work by 
her fellow poet May Wedderburn Cannan: ‘When you lift up 
your eyes and cannot behold his face, / When your heart is far 
from him, / Know this is your War’. Brittain’s citation of ‘When 
the Vision Dies’, first published in Cannan’s 1919 collection, 
The Splendid Days, affords a resounding example of women 
exhorting one another to accept and articulate their experience 
of war: ‘this is your War’. But it was not until the 1970s, when 

the Anglo–American feminist movement gathered force, that 
this exhortation was legitimated and endorsed; women’s voices, 
past and present, began to reconfigure mainstream culture and 
find their place within it.

A milestone
Scars Upon My Heart is a milestone in the remapping of culture 
which began to take place at this time. It was published by 
Virago, the publishing house founded by Carmen Callil in 1973 
for the express purposes of drawing out a neglected tradition 
of women’s writing and nurturing new feminist work. In 1978 
Virago republished Testament of Youth, and within a year it 
had been serialised as a critically acclaimed BBC drama. The 
rediscovery of Vera Brittain’s autobiography coincided with 
the work of Catherine Reilly, a Manchester librarian and 
bibliographer who published her comprehensive study, English 
Poetry of the First World War: A Bibliography, in 1978. This research 
enabled Reilly to observe that although a quarter of British war 
poets were women (532 out of 2225), only four of them had ever 
been represented in ‘modern anthologies’ (p. xxxiv). 
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Reilly’s next publication redressed this imbalance: Scars Upon 
My Heart. Women’s Poetry and Verse of the First World War. Its title 
makes a powerful statement of women’s right to be considered 
as poets of this era, and capitalises on the popular resonance of 
Vera Brittain as the accepted spokeswoman for her generation. 

Early critical responses 
Even so, the arrival of this volume and its claim on serious 
literary culture were beset with difficulty. The Observer review, 
written by the eminent literary critic Lorna Sage, ran under the 
banner ‘Blighty in a Nightie’ (15 November 1981), a belittling 
that was repeated two years later by the Guardian, which 
headlined Anne Harvey’s review with ‘while I’m in bed and 
ribbons in my nightie’ (10 November 1983). The line is taken 
from the poem ‘Drafts’ by Nora Bomford, of whom so little else 
is known that she has no biographical entry in the volume. Read 
as a whole, ‘Drafts’ is a poem which decries the consequences of 
culturally imposed difference between the sexes: 

 …O, damn the shibboleth 
Of sex! God knows we’ve equal personality. 
Why should men face the dark while women stay 
To live and laugh and meet the sun each day.

The poem mixes tones of the colloquial with the rhetorical, 
places fragments of consciousness against oratory and anger, 
layers puns of warfare and eroticism (‘As much one life as 
when we flamed together, / As linked, as indivisible, as then’). 
Its very title is ambiguous, holding nature (the updraft on 
which the seagull swoops) and culture (the military draft, the 
poet’s draft) in tension, and all is turned towards the single 
purpose: to contest artificial barriers of gender difference. Yet 
two newspaper editors could not resist the urge to trivialise 
by selective quotation. They chose to highlight the doggerel 
features of the writing, the use of facile rhymes and rhythms, 

inept expression or lack of nuance, associated with non-serious 
treatment of a subject in ‘verse’ — rather than to accord it 
the respect of complex ‘poetry’, a sophisticated medium for a 
difficult subject. This reinforced an anti-intellectual stereotype 
of women. 

Lorna Sage herself stated that she found Reilly’s liberal 
inclusion of ‘verse’ to be ‘disturbing’, and she quotes from Jessie 
Pope’s ‘The Call’ to illustrate her unease, dubbing it wryly, ‘the 
voice of the Motherland’: 

Who’s for the trench— 
Are you, my laddie? 
Who’ll follow the French— 
Will you, my laddie? 
…And who wants to save his skin— 
Do you, my laddie?

But what is it about this poem that troubled Sage? Was it the 
defiance of the received narrative of how poetry was supposed 
to represent the war, encapsulated by Owen’s ‘Dulce et Decorum 
Est’? Was it revulsion at Pope’s control of rhythm and rhyme to 
serve a conformist and indeed a war-mongering end? Was Sage 
shocked to hear a woman promoting war? Was she troubled 
by the other poems which represent this poet who was one of 
the most popular of the time: the picture of women’s liberated 
vitality in ‘War Girls’, the technical accomplishment of ‘Socks’ 
in which the metre of knitting fashions a poem about helpless 
anxiety? Sage doesn’t mention Helen Hamilton’s vituperation:

The Jingo-Woman’: ‘Jingo-woman 
(How I dislike you!)/Dealer in white feathers 
…I’d like to wring your neck,/I really would! 
You make all women seem such duffers!… 

We might ask whether this is more ‘poem’ than ‘verse’, or simply 
politically more acceptable than Pope’s work. 

Within Anne Harvey’s 
review we find evidence that 
she too was troubled:

…many ordinary women wrote 
simple, sincere verse about the 
things that affected them. And 
often between the lines of the 
jingly, the oversentimental, the 
almost squeamishly religious, is 
useful social comment.

Has poetry written by men 
about their experience of 
the First World War ever 
been valued solely because 
it provided ‘useful social 
comment’? Women it seems, 
latecomers to culture as to 
suffrage, still have to pay 
their way. Even as poets they 
must at least be ‘useful’. The 
first readers of this anthology 
were, then, unsettled when 
the poets, like Jessie Pope, 

Alicia Vikander as Vera Brittain and 
Kit Harington as Roland Leighton 
in Testament of Youth (2014)
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seemed in complete control of their 
medium, and apologetic when they did 
not. Both reviewers conclude somewhat 
anti-climactically. Sage states: ‘If there 
is something jarring, motley, faltering 
about this anthology, that too is 
appropriate. As Vera Brittain’s Testament 
of Youth has recently reminded us…
survival was a lonely, shapeless, in 
many ways shaming thing.’ Harvey 
ends with the observation, ‘finally, for 
me, it is a small personal experience 
that strikes deepest’, and she cites 
Teresa Hooley’s line: ‘yet all those men 
had mothers, every one.’ 

Today we might round this off 
with the popular assertion of 1970s 
feminism, that ‘the personal is the 
political’ by which private experience 
is both valued and taken as a step 
towards public consensus. Yet critical 
uncertainty continued: Simon 
Featherstone wrote in War Poetry. An 
Introductory Reader (1995, p. 98) that 
Scars Upon My Heart demonstrated that 
‘for most women writers there was no ready alternative to the 
adoption of doggerel or conventional poeticisms’. 

Building understanding 
The barriers between women’s articulations of their war 
experience and our appraisal of those expressions are layered 
and long-lasting. What, today, should be our terms of critical 
engagement? An understanding of this poetry in its historical 
context is key. The sheer proliferation of poetic output during the 
First World War indicates that with the total disruption of civil 
society came the need for its expression in compressed literary 
forms to match the intensity of lived experience. This need was 
as powerful for women as for men. 

The normal rules for the appraisal of ‘good’ poetry have 
to be suspended, and if necessary revised. Instead, we should 
consider the personal, social and spiritual purposes served 
by poetry during this era. This must include the giving of 
voice to deeply-felt emotion such as anger, bewilderment, 
compassion, grief; the expression of political or religious 
beliefs; autobiography; prayer; lyrical and elegiac observation; 
the building of communities and the rallying of resilience. 
Not least among these historical considerations is the fact that 
during this period poetry was widely used as a means to raise 
funds for war charities, represented here by 11-year-old Inez 
Quilter’s poem ‘Sall’. This poem was published in an anthology 
commissioned by the Blue Cross to raise money for the care of 
injured war horses to which Jessie Pope gave her poetry and 
lent her name. 

Poetry in this era played a unique part, unfamiliar today, 
in social exchange and the maintenance of local and national 
cohesion. We can value this body of work because it opens shafts 
into experience which is buried in everyone’s past. Despite 
the fact that (as Gertrude Ford writes in ‘A Fight to a Finish’) 

‘Nobody asked what the women thought’, 
women have left their testimony and it is up 
to us to read it.

Unique contributions 
The poets of Scars Upon My Heart are all 
engaged in the effort to overcome division: 
between the living and the dead, between 
home and the battlefield. In every sense, 
this is the poetry of those who have been 
left behind, who know that their feelings, 
work and opinions did not count in the 
same way as those of men. This is poetry 
which demands the rights of full and equal 
citizenship, yet all of it was entirely fashioned 
by experience which took place before the 
most powerful political obstacle to this 
had been removed: the enfranchisement of 
women in 1918. 

The anthology speaks from an era when 
a woman’s voice in the public domain 
was illegitimate, transgressive and usually 
unheard or ignored. Suffrage gave women 
the legal right to speak for themselves. In this 
anthology we find women using imagination 

and artifice to resist exclusion and subordination, and to breach 
the political divisions they experienced. Sometimes they went 
so far as to adopt male voices to write in dramatic monologue 
about trench warfare or to enact death in battle. It could be 
argued that ventriloquism such as that used by Sybil Bristowe in 
‘Over The Top’ or Cicily Fox Smith in ‘The Convalescent’, stifles 
the woman’s voice, surrenders female authenticity in an effort to 
stand at one with the menfolk. On the other hand it can be seen 
as a strategy designed to overcome distances, or a move towards 
gender equality by the use of a cross-dressed voice. However 
we choose to encounter this material, Reilly’s declared wish to 
facilitate the exploration of ‘all feminine viewpoints’ (p. xxxiv) 
has been fulfilled. 

Gilbert, S. (1983) ‘Soldier’s Heart: Literary Men, Literary Women, and 
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 critical skills

Cross-genre comparison

A t first, comparing two texts of different genres might 
seem difficult. If comparing two poems is like 

comparing two varieties of apple — a Golden Delicious 
and a Pink Lady, say — isn’t comparing poetry and a novel 
a bit like comparing two distinct varieties of food — like 
comparing apples with a chicken tikka masala? When 
done badly, the result might be as fanciful as that analogy, 
but, as this article argues, when done thoughtfully 
comparing across genres can be meaningful, productive 
and sophisticated. What’s more, by inviting cross-genre 
comparisons, examiners are offering you plenty of 
opportunities to make perceptive comments. If you ignore 
this invitation, you are likely to comment only on the 
more superficial levels of topic and content, but if you 
accept it you are likely to get to the very heart and soul of 
the task.

Introductions
Questions that invite cross-genre comparisons are often 
relatively open and draw on a wider area of study, such 
as an aspect of ‘Love through the ages’ or an element of 
‘Crime writing’. Rather than simply list and work through 
examples from each text, a well-prepared student selects 
those that offer meaningful comparisons across the two 
texts. In addition, such a student will outline an argument 
in his or her introduction. This might take the form of a 
thesis (a theory to be tested), or it might signpost the main 
areas that the essay will explore. All this would be difficult 
to achieve if you were to begin writing straight away, so 
spend around 15 minutes per exam hour thinking and 
planning.

Let’s imagine Ian McEwan’s Atonement and the AQA 
Anthology of Love Poetry are being used to answer the 
following question: 

‘Compare how the authors of two texts you have studied 
present desire.’ 

A promising introduction might look something like this:

The Anthology and Atonement both depict desire 
in a range of ways: from intense passions to desires 
that disturb the reader. A fiery sexuality is presented 
in Atonement through the desire of Robbie and 
Cecilia in ways that might be compared to sexuality in 
Marvell’s ‘To His Coy Mistress’. McEwan also presents 
an intellectualised desire through his characterisation 
of Briony, which might be compared to the cerebral, 
highly knowing, desire depicted in Donne’s ‘The Flea’. 
Both the Anthology and Atonement also present desire 
in perverted forms, with Blake’s ‘The Garden of Love’ 
showing harmful repression and Paul in Atonement 
reflecting abusive desire.

Note how the student sets up an argument — about 
different types of desire depicted in the texts — and 
signposts the main topics to be explored. He or she 
treats the Anthology as an entity, selecting poems to 
represent different forms of desire, and selects different 
characters or relationships from the novel as comparisons. 
The beginnings of an argument are suggested — i.e. 
in different ways, the texts depict ‘fiery sexuality’, 
‘intellectualised desire’ and ‘abusive desire’. And already 
the examiner has an impression of a capable candidate 
who writes knowledgeably, assuredly and confidently.

Luke McBratney advises on how to embrace 
generic differences and use contextual learning 
lightly when you compare prose and verse
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Cross-genre comparison
Exploring genre
What seemed off-putting at first — having to compare 
distinct genres — can actually be an advantage. Write 
about generic features directly and grapple with generic 
differences directly. Doing so will often lead to wider 
conclusions that lend your answer sophistication, as is 
demonstrated by this extract from the early part of a 
response: 

The novel form allows McEwan to explore how desire 
can build powerfully yet gradually. The catalytic 
moment in the relationship of Robbie and Cecilia, 
as well as in the plot of the novel as a whole, is the 
breaking of the vase in Chapter 2. This moment 
is narrated by what seems to be an objective and 
omniscient third-person narrator (but whom we later 
discover is Briony). As is typical in the genre of romance, 
the couple who fall in love are initially in conflict. 

Cecilia’s tough words and decisive actions are 
intriguing. In contrast with Robbie’s stunned passivity, 
she shouts ‘You idiot!’ and, in a plethora of active verbs 
— from ‘she kicked off her sandals’ to ‘she climbed into 
the water’ — the narrator describes her ‘punishment’ 
of Robbie which is also, whether she realises it or not, 
a provocation. In addition, the couple’s incipient desire 
is suggested through symbolism. The water in the 
fountain, which ‘had yet to recover its tranquillity’ and 
whose ‘turbulence was driven by the lingering spirit of 
her fury’, reflects Robbie’s emotions; and the breaking 
of the prized vase, something that cannot be mended, 
might foreshadow loss, either of Cecilia’s virginity or of 
Robbie’s freedom. 

Note how several aspects that are germane to the study 
of novels are explored, such as plot construction and 
foreshadowing, the romance subgenre and point of view. 
As well as these broader elements, detailed analysis of a 
key moment with precise, well-integrated quotations is 
included. Everything is related to the topic of desire. This 
might seem impressive, but it’s worth remembering that in 
an open book exam, this level of detail is achievable when 
you’re well prepared. If you practise finding important 
passages under timed conditions, you’ll soon be able to 
access all parts of the texts quickly and efficiently.

Let’s turn back to the answer. While it’s important 
not to lose sight of the comparative text, this student 
chooses to develop comments on the depiction of desire 
in the novel further, showing strong understanding of the 
whole text. The focus in the next paragraph remains on 
elements of prose, yet the argument broadens to consider 
the reader’s response and an understanding of the novel’s 
postmodern context is used to cast further light on the 
text. 

The desire sparked in Chapter 2 becomes explicit in 
Chapter 8, when Robbie’s fantasies of lovemaking are 
revealed through his letter. The incident in the library 
is its culmination, but McEwan loads the scene with 
dramatic irony. It is focalised through the perspective 
of Briony, whose naïveté means that she knows less 
about what is happening than the reader. This might 
be doubly dissatisfying: the reader wants the pair to 
get together and is denied access to their thoughts 
and feelings; and the characters have their passionate 
actions interrupted anticlimactically. This scene of desire 

Prose and verse
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partially fulfilled is of paramount importance to the novel’s 
plot, since it escalates Briony’s jealousy, which, compounded 
by her ignorance, leads to the false accusation that sees 
Robbie imprisoned and the lives of both Cecilia and Robbie 
ruined. 

Thus, we see the ripples of influence that radiate from 
this central desire. The postmodern novel also affords us a 
variety of perspectives on this scene — from Briony’s to that 
of the real-life literary critic, Cyril Connolly. It also does more: 
while exploring desire, it offers the reader insights into the 
nature of memory and experience. For example, we consider 
how onlookers see things from their own perspectives and 
how truth and reality are unstable concepts.  

Making detailed connections
Having spent two paragraphs on Atonement, the answer turns 
to the Anthology. Note how the following paragraphs are fully 
comparative; each discusses both texts. Notice also how the 
focus on genre remains.

By contrast, the experience of desire offered by a lyric poem 
is more concentrated, subjective and intense. Marvell’s 
poem has no real context — we know little of the speaker 
and nothing of the addressee. Yet there are similarities in 
the language used to convey sexual desire. For example, 
Marvell’s speaker exhorts he and the addressee to ‘sport 
us while we may’ and act ‘like amorous birds of prey’ who 
‘devour’ time and ‘tear’ their ‘pleasures with rough strife’. 

Similarly, the naïve Briony views the sexual encounter 
between Robbie and Cecilia as violent: ‘her immediate 
understanding was that she had interrupted an attack, 
a hand-to-hand fight’; Robbie, having ‘pushed his body 
against hers’, was ‘gripping her hair’ while Cecilia’s forearm 
was ‘raised in protest or self-defence’. Unlike Marvell’s 
depiction of mutuality in which both partners move as one 
to ‘roll all our strength, and all / Our sweetness, up into one 
Ball’, Briony perceives the encounter as an assault in which 
an aggressor (Robbie, who ‘looked so huge and wild’) takes 
advantage of a victim (Cecilia who looked ‘frail’ with ‘her 
bare shoulders and thin arms’).

The uncertainty of McEwan’s watching narrator contrasts 
with the confidence of Marvell’s involved speaker. The lines 
quoted above come from the conclusion of the poem — a 
poem that proceeds confidently and logically in the manner 
of a syllogism. There is a strong sense of forward momentum 
as the speaker uses imperative verbs to urge the addressee 
to seize the day by joining him in a sexual union. While there 
is a disconnect between Briony’s understanding of the act 
she witnesses and that of both the other characters and 
the reader, Marvell’s stresses the couple’s togetherness. He 
does this by using a range of aspects of verse form. Note, 
for example, the ‘l’ sounds that link ‘roll’, ‘ball’ and ‘all’, the 
subtle repetition of ‘us and ‘our’ as well as the prominent 
placement of ‘Pleasures’ in the middle of the line (43) — the 
only bisyllabic word in a line of monosyllables. Desire is 
presented as being consensual, active, urgent and powerful. 
Rather than the seemingly purposeless violence that Briony 
thinks she sees, this desire is attractive and compelling: its 
power promises a more vibrant, dynamic way of living — it 
will tear ‘through the iron gates of Life’, and — possibly 
alluding to Donne’s ‘The Sun Rising’ — it will change 

the couple’s perception of time, by seeming to alter the 
movement of the sun.

Note how the student compares writers’ methods throughout 
and how the analysis is always in the service of the argument. 
Literary terminology is used for precision and analysis, not for 
display. For example, terms like ‘bisyllabic’ and ‘monosyllables’ 
are used alongside the more workmanlike ‘“l” sounds’.

Read further to discover how the student develops their 
analysis to the point where conclusions are drawn. While the 
introduction suggested rather than stated an argument, at 
this point the student is able to offer a perceptive and assured 
interpretation that arises from what has been argued. Note how 
context — historical understanding of love poetry and aspects 
of postmodernism — helps these conclusions to be reached and 
how it is used lightly. It is well integrated and used to develop 
the argument rather than being a topic in itself.

Marvell’s poem might, however, be read ironically as less 
of an exercise in seduction and more of an exercise in wit. 
To some readers, its claims — such as those in the blazon in 
the first verse paragraph in which the speaker, for example, 
considers spending thirty thousand years adoring the 
features that lie beneath her breasts — are so outlandish 
that they don’t seem to be meant to be taken seriously. 
The carpe diem poem was, by this stage in literary history, 
so familiar that a writer like Marvell might well be writing 
satirically for the amusement of other witty men, rather than 
to spark the desire of an attractive woman. The depiction of 
desire might be more about intertextuality and intellectual 
stimulation than sex. 

Desire in Atonement might also be read in this way. The 
revelation of Briony as narrator and the criticism of Connolly 
in the text are obvious self-referential signals that flag the 
novel as a fictional text and jolt the reader from suspending 
their disbelief. Perhaps the novel is offered more as matter 
for study and debate rather than its depiction of any real 
desire. Indeed, there are also other, more subtle signals 
that the book is to be placed in context of writing rather 
than reality. For example, the overt expression of Robbie’s 
desire is in a letter and its consummation comes in that most 
literary of settings: a library.

Conclusions
The parts of a student response above were written for the 
purposes of demonstration. They don’t form a whole essay — 
significantly, any answer on poetry requires you to write about 
at least two poems. Yet these extracts demonstrate how writing 
about genre and generic differences are productive approaches. 
Finally, exam questions inviting cross-genre comparisons, such 
as those in Section C of AQA (A)’s ‘Love through the Ages’, 
often offer open topics and may not specify a critical view. The 
onus is on you to form an interpretation. So, be prepared to 
plan thoughtfully, choose points of comparison carefully and 
develop your own argument confidently. 

Luke McBratney is an experienced examiner for A-level English 
literature, a member of the ENGLISH REVIEW editorial board and 
co-series editor of the Hodder Study and Revise guides to texts 
set for AS/A-level English literature.
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AQA (B): Paper 1 ‘Aspects of comedy’: Nun’s Priest’s Tale

Edexcel: Component 3 ‘Poetry’: Wife of Bath’s Tale

OCR: Paper 1 ‘Drama and poetry pre-1900’: Merchant’s Tale

WJEC: Paper 3 ‘Poetry pre-1900’: Wife of Bath’s Tale

Get teaching notes on Chaucer’s use of 
metre at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/
englishreviewextras

EnglishReviewExtras

Riding rhyme

Jenni Nuttall explains what makes 
Chaucer’s verse tick, showing you how to 
analyse the form of the Canterbury Tales

Chaucer is rightly famous as a storyteller — a writer who 
created enduring characters like the Wife of Bath and 
the Merchant in order to have them tell their stories 

on the Canterbury pilgrimage. But Chaucer is also famous as 
a poet, heralded by some literary historians as the inventor of 
the iambic pentameter. Most of the Canterbury Tales is written 
in verse, either in rhyming couplets (sometimes called ‘riding 
rhyme’), seven-line rhyme royal stanzas (rhyming ababbcc) or 
eight-line Monk’s Tale stanzas (rhyming ababbcbc). Only the 
Parson and the character of Chaucer the Pilgrim tell tales in 
prose.

The Parson tells his treatise on penitence in prose because 
he disapproves of fiction and claims not to know how to tell 
a story in verse. Chaucer the Pilgrim tells the Tale of Melibee 
in prose because Harry Bailly, the innkeeper in charge of the 
storytelling competition, decides that Chaucer’s first effort to 
tell a tale in verse is so dreadful that he must try prose instead. 
Prose in the Canterbury Tales is the result of religious piety 
or poetic failure. The tale-tellers who are willing and able to 
versify (in the fiction that they, rather than Chaucer the Poet, 
create their stories) choose poetry. Most of the Tales are thus 
both narrative and poem. As well as analysing Chaucer’s use 
of character, psychology and narration, we can also consider 
his form, the repeating patterns of rhythm and sound which 
structure each line of verse. In every line, Chaucer’s metre and 
rhyme communicate the meaning of his tales to his audience. 
So what are the key features of this verse and how does it work?

Changing the line
Much of the poetry in English that Chaucer heard as a boy 
was written in a form called ‘loose iambic’ or dolnik. Each line 
had four strongly-stressed syllables or four main ‘beats’ with 

one or two unstressed syllables in-between the beats. Chaucer 
regularised the dolnik into a stricter form, as did his friend and 
fellow poet John Gower. Rather than permitting one or two 
unstressed syllables between the stresses, Chaucer and Gower 
usually allowed themselves only one unstressed syllable between 
the beats. 

For an example, here are the lines which begin Chaucer’s Book 
of the Duchess: ‘I have gret wonder, be this lyght, / How that I 
lyve, for day ne nyght…’ (with the metrical beat of stresses in 
bold type). This made their English poetry more like the French 
verse written by famous poets such as Guillaume de Machaut 
and Jean Froissart, verse which had the same number of syllables 
in each line. Tightening up the dolnik gave Chaucer a regular 
line-length of eight syllables and an elegant rhythm. As the 
four-stress line was regularised, a pattern we would recognise as 
iambic tetrameter emerges (x / x / x / x /, where x is an unstressed 
syllable and / is a stressed syllable).

Having started off writing in eight-syllable couplets, Chaucer 
then made another change to his metre in the middle of his 
writing career. Probably influenced by French and Italian poetry 
which often used lines longer than eight syllables, Chaucer 
added two more syllables to his line to give ten syllables with 
five stresses or beats. This made his verse-form less symmetrical 
than the eight-syllable line, which often divides in half with two 

Understanding Chaucer’s couplets
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stresses in each half. The ten-syllable line divides into four plus 
six syllables, or six plus four, or various other combinations. 
There was thus no metrical caesura (i.e. a pause in the rhythm in 
the same place in every line), but rather pauses which were more 
natural and flexible. 

Recent research into Chaucer’s metre by Nicholas Myklebust 
of Regis University has demonstrated that Chaucer was most 
concerned to have a consistent number of syllables in his line. 
Chaucer aimed at a regular alternating pattern of unstressed 
and stressed syllables (what we would recognise as iambic 
pentameter, x / x / x / x / x /). His line, though, is not as strongly 
iambic (i.e. as regularly and clearly alternating) as Shakespeare’s, 
for example, and he did not think in terms of feet, iambs 
and trochees. You will find in some parts of some lines that 
other rhythms seem more likely than a strict iambic pattern. 
Very rarely, he will drop the first unstressed syllable to give a 
‘headless line’, often to emphasise an imperative verb at the start 
of a line (for example, ‘Dooth as yow list; I am heer at youre 
wille’ in the Wife of Bath’s Tale).

Finding Chaucer’s rhythm
When looking at the rhythm of a line, it is important to 
recognise that there is more than one type of stress which 
creates that rhythm. There is word stress — how we stress words 
of more than one syllable in normal speech (though this can 
vary in context: do you say garage or garage, for example?). 
Poets usually exploit this type of word stress to create the 
patterns of metrical stress. This metrical stress is the regular 
beat, the pattern of stressed and not-stressed syllables which 
gives the line its theoretical structure, even if individual lines 
vary from this pattern. Words which are monosyllables can 
be stressed or unstressed depending on what is needed by the 
underlying metrical pattern of the verse. We also stress words in 
sentences in different ways to convey different meanings (which 
is sometimes called rhetorical stress). Think of the difference 
in meaning between (1) studying Chaucer’s metre is so boring 
and (2) studying Chaucer’s metre is so boring. The rhythm of an 

individual line is created out of the interplay between all three 
types of stress.

Complicating our analysis of Chaucer’s metre is the fact that 
the English language has changed over time. Linguistic change 
means that we pronounce and stress some English words in ways 
which differ from Chaucer’s English. We pronounce marriage 
as two syllables, but Chaucer would have pronounced it with 
three, mar–i–age. Given that Chaucer and many of his readers 
were bilingual, speaking both English and French, they knew 
both French and English pronunciations for French words which 
had been borrowed into English since the Norman Conquest. In 
Chaucer’s verse, nature and honour, for example, can have stress 
on either the first or second syllable. 

As well as trying different stress patterns, the number of 
syllables you see on the page may need to be adjusted as you 
read metrically. Poetic licence allowed Chaucer to manipulate 
the syllable-count of some words (just as when reading later 
poetry we might have to pronounce an extra syllable, such as in 
dreaméd, or slur two syllables into one, such as o’er). In Chaucer’s 
verse you might have to pronounce inflectional endings (for 
example, leves, the plural of leaf, which is two syllables rather 
than one, le–ves) and perhaps pronounce the final –e at the end 
of a word following a consonant unless the next word starts 
with a vowel or with h– or w– (or sometimes not to pronounce 
it). Sometimes, to make a line read smoothly, you might have to 
elide two vowels into one or contract a word from two syllables 
into one (for example heav–en to heav’n). 

Metre and meaning
For the most part, metrical stresses in Chaucer’s verse map onto 
normal word stress and rhetorical stress and vice versa. Here 
are the lines where the Wife of Bath glosses the story of Adam 
and Eve as found in Jankyn’s book (perhaps by repeating the 
very words he said to her): ‘Lo, heere expres of womman may 
ye fynde / That womman was the los of al mankynde’ (lines 
719–20). Metrical stress coincides with rhetorical stress, picking 
out the main content words of the sentence. 
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Metre can, however, be particularly noticeable when a 
metrical stress highlights a monosyllabic word which we might 
skip over in everyday speech. When May takes pity on lovesick 
squire Damyan in the Merchant’s Tale, the narrator exclaims: ‘Lo, 
pitee renneth soone in gentil herte!’ (‘lo, pity flows quickest in 
a noble heart’, line 773). Here the adverb soone takes a metrical 
beat, a slight emphasis which might make us dwell momentarily 
on the idea of quickness. Perhaps it is not that May takes pity 
on Damyan so quickly because of her nobility (as if she were a 
lady in a courtly romance), but rather that her swift response 
to Damyan’s letter reveals her to be the adulterous wife of a 
fabliau (though we might have much sympathy with her, given 
the grotesque descriptions of January’s sexual appetites). The 
metre animates the voice, leading us to ask whether the tone 
of the narration is here sarcastic, ironic or itself ironised by the 
potential gap between what is described and how the narrator 
responds.

To offer another illustration, here is the Wife of Bath citing 
the biblical figure of King Solomon in her Prologue:

Lo, heere the wise kyng, daun Salomon; 
I trowe he hadde wyves mo than oon. 
As wolde God it leveful were unto me 
To be refresshed half so ofte as he! 

Lines 35–38

In this example, as well as the metrical stresses being 
marked in bold, unstressed syllables which would have been 
pronounced for the metre in Chaucer’s are underlined. There 
is elision in the third line, where the vowels at the end of were 
and the beginning of unto could be slurred together so that 
wer’n-to becomes two syllables. The metrical stress emphasises 
the words ‘mo’ (‘more’) and ‘oon’ (‘one’) in the second line, 
highlighting the Wife’s entertainingly understated description 
of Solomon’s polygamy with his 700 wives. A similar effect is 
created in the last line’s ‘half so ofte’ which conveys the Wife’s 
eye-rolling amusement at Solomon’s example, triggering our 
sense that the verb refresshed is full of sexual innuendo. The 

Wife’s lively speech (as fabricated by Chaucer) is animated by 
its metre, with metrical and rhetorical stress working hand in 
hand.

Bringing verse to life
What makes Chaucer’s verse really spring to life is the 
combination of these techniques with the requirements of form. 
Moving words around to fit the demands of metre and rhyme 
often creates grammatical inversion (i.e. when word order is 
reversed from that of everyday speech) or dislocation (when a 
word is moved forward or back in a sentence from its expected 
position). An inverted or dislocated word catches our attention 
because it is out of place. 

In the Wife of Bath’s Tale, when the knight has agreed to 
marry the loathly lady, she reassures him thus as they depart for 
court: ‘Tho rowned she a pistel in his ere’ (‘then she whispered 
a speech in his ear’, line 1021). The inversion of ‘rowned she’ 
(rather than the usual subject–verb she rowned), made here for 
the sake of metre, draws our ear to the verb. Perhaps we shudder 
a bit at the thought of an ugly old lady whispering in this young 
man’s ear. The next line tells us roughly what she whispered 
(that the knight should cheer up and not fear his return). This 
conspiratorial moment is perhaps a clue that there is more to 
the hag than meets the eye. It hints at secrets, the secret of what 
women most desire and the secret which will be revealed at the 
end of the tale.

Analysing Chaucer’s metre can be a tricky business, but it is 
worth trying it out. His narration and speech are brought to life 
by the quiet harmony of metrical stresses, regular line-length 
and rhyme. Spotting his metrical beat shows us that he is not 
just a fabulous storyteller and a master of dialogue, but also a 
skilful poet at work. 

Attridge, D. (2013) ‘An Enduring Form: the English Dolnik’ in Moving 
Words: Forms of English Poetry, Oxford University Press.

Horobin, S. (2012) Chaucer’s Language, Palgrave Macmillan. (In 
particular, the chapter on Language and Style, pp. 128–43)

Roscow, G. (1981) Syntax and Style in Chaucer’s Poetry, Boydell & 
Brewer.

Online resources
For Better for Verse (this website has good advice about the 
practicalities of analysing prosody and interactive workspaces which 
allow you to practise analysing metre):  
http://prosody.lib.virginia.edu/ 

Harvard University’s METRO Resources (Middle English Teaching 
Resources Online) has pages on Chaucer’s metre which allow you to 
practise analysing his poetry: www.tinyurl.com/y7zkfpqo 

Poetics Primer (blog posts on how to close-read Chaucer’s poetry): 
www.stylisticienne.com/poetics-primer/ 

References and further reading References and further reading

Jenni Nuttall is a fellow and lecturer in English at St Edmund 
Hall, University of Oxford, and a member of the ENGLISH REVIEW 
editorial board.
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French film director André Techiné had a very clear schema 
in mind for the presentation of the Brontë sisters in his 
biopic Les Soeurs Brontë (1979). His aim was to ‘explore 

definitions of creativity by reading them as different kinds of 
artist: the officially recognised artist (Charlotte), the mythical 
figure of the genius (Emily) and the craftsman (Anne)’, notes 
Lucasta Miller (Miller, p. 151). This taxonomy has dominated 
representations of the Brontës ever since their early deaths, with 
Anne’s work always overshadowed by that of her sisters. Through 
comparing Anne’s second novel, The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, with 
Sam Baker’s 2016 reboot, The Woman Who Ran, this article will 
review some of the ways in which the youngest Brontë sister’s 
radical ideas have been read and received over time. 

Pair and compare 
In The Brontë Myth (2002), a study of how generations of readers 
have reinterpreted the Brontës in ways that reflect changing 
social and cultural contexts, Lucasta Miller notes that:

[in] its uncompromising attack on masculine vice and on the laws 
that bound a wife to an abusive husband, [The Tenant of Wildfell 
Hall] offered a more explicit piece of social and moral criticism 
than can be found in the work of Charlotte or Emily. 

Accordingly, it was heavily criticised as coarse and unfeminine 
(Miller, pp. 156–57). Struck by the radicalism of Anne’s polemic, 
when reworking Wildfell Hall into her psychological thriller 
The Woman Who Ran novelist Sam Baker wanted to ‘look at 
what had changed for women and what hadn’t. More than 
we think, less than we know’ (Author Q&A section in Baker). 
Almost two centuries after Anne Brontë created the original 
Helen Huntingdon, Sam Baker’s Helen is also presented as a 
particularly able, creative and talented heroine whose many 
gifts are no defence against abuse, but rather the main reasons 
for it. As Baker explains, ‘Helen’s better than her partner in 

almost every way. She’s more intelligent, more successful, and 
more competent. The point about Art is he’s a mediocrity… So, 
he responds with jealousy; becoming controlling, coercive and 
ultimately violent’ (Baker in Barnett, 2016). 

As a contemporary woman writer, Sam Baker has been given 
considerable space to clarify her aims and ideas not only via 
several newspaper interviews, but also within the text itself. 
The extent to which The Woman Who Ran has been marketed 
as a contribution to the contemporary debate about gender 
and power in relationships is signalled by the inclusion of an 
‘Author Q&A’ section, a page of ‘Reading group questions’ and 
an online link to the website www.sambaker.co.uk where the 
writer actually answers the given questions. This supplementary 
material shows how far The Woman Who Ran has been marketed 
to tap into an issue at the heart of the contemporary zeitgeist. 
Setting this modern approach against the publishing history 
of Wildfell Hall reveals much about how far attitudes to women 
writing — and writing about women — have changed over time. 

After the funeral
Writing at a time when the Victorian cult of the family was at 
its zenith, Anne Brontë stoutly defended her right as a woman 
writer to describe a vicious, adulterous, drunken failure who 
abuses his wife and tries to corrupt his young son. In the preface 
to the second edition of Wildfell Hall, in response to those who 
had heavily criticised the supposed ‘Acton Bell’ for portraying 
male depravity too explicitly, she had this to say about realism, 
writing and gender:

I may have gone too far; in which case I shall be careful not to 
trouble myself or my readers in the same way again; but when 
we have to do with vice and vicious characters, I maintain it 
is better to depict them as they really are than as they would 
wish to appear…I am satisfied that if a book is a good one, it 
is so whatever the sex of the author may be…I am at a loss to 

AQA (A): Non-exam assessment: Recommended 
text (The Tenant of Wildfell Hall)

Comparing Anne Brontë and Sam Baker

Unhappily ever after
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conceive how a man should permit himself to write anything 
that would be really disgraceful to a woman, or why a woman 
should be censured for writing anything that would be proper 
and becoming for a man. 

Preface to second edition, 22 July 1848 

Tragically, however, Anne was unable to maintain her spirited 
self-defence. After her death from tuberculosis in May 1849 
at the age of 29, her sister Charlotte consigned Wildfell Hall to 
literary limbo for many years in a well-meaning but misguided 
attempt to safeguard Anne’s posthumous reputation. 

In her Biographical Notice of Ellis and Acton Bell — the preface 
Charlotte wrote for the 1850 edition of Emily’s Wuthering Heights 
and Anne’s Agnes Grey — she described Anne as:

milder and more subdued; she wanted the power, the fire, the 
originality of her sister [Emily], but was well endowed with quiet 
virtues of her own. Long suffering, self-denying, reflective, and 
intelligent, a constitutional reserve and taciturnity placed and 
kept her in the shade, and covered her mind, and especially her 
feelings, with a sort of nun-like veil, which was rarely lifted. 

In seeking to create sympathy and understanding for her beloved 
sisters, Charlotte argued that Anne’s mistake with Wildfell Hall 
was to allow their brother Branwell’s deadly addiction to alcohol 
and drugs to bleed into her fictional world:

She had…contemplate[d] near at hand, and for a long time, the 
terrible effects of talents misused and faculties abused; hers was 
a naturally sensitive, reserved and dejected nature; what she saw 
sank very deeply into her mind: it did her harm. She brooded 
over it till she believed it to be a duty to reproduce every detail 
(of course, with fictitious characters, incidents and situations), as 
a warning to others. 

One can only sympathise with Charlotte’s attempts to defend 
her dead siblings against further savage attacks, but she almost 

Unhappily ever after
Nicola Onyett compares Anne Brontë’s 
The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (1848) and 
Sam Baker’s The Woman Who Ran (2016)
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destroyed Wildfell Hall. From a purely practical standpoint, 
the 1850 repackaging of her sisters’ novels within the typical 
three-volume Victorian format saw Wuthering Heights take 
up the first two volumes and Agnes Grey the last one; this 
may have created the impression that Anne’s book was a mere 
postscript tacked onto Emily’s. Worse, by characterising Wildfell 
Hall as failed propaganda based on tragic family events and 
refusing to sanction its republication, Charlotte voided Anne’s 
social critique and kick-started an approach that privileged 
the biographical contexts of Branwell’s downfall and Anne’s 
own ‘sensitive, reserved and dejected nature’ and downplayed 
narrative, theme and method. 

Given that Anne, a country vicar’s daughter, denies one of the 
most pervasive and religiously sanctioned beliefs of her age — 
that a wife had no right to refuse to have sex with her husband 
— the relative obscurity in which Wildfell Hall languished for 
many years now seems extraordinary. While it has always had 
its fans — novelist and Brontë critic May Sinclair famously noted 

over a century ago, for instance, that 
‘the slamming of Helen Huntingdon’s 
bedroom door against her husband 
reverberated through Victorian England’ 
— as a direct result of Charlotte’s decision 
to expunge Wildfell Hall from the public 
consciousness by not reprinting it with 
Wuthering Heights and Agnes Grey in 1850, 
it went out of print until after Charlotte’s 
own death six years later. 

Thus Anne’s literary reputation 
rested for several years solely upon 
her authorship of Agnes Grey, which, 
while a fine and interesting novel, 
was overshadowed by both Wuthering 
Heights and Jane Eyre and had none of 
Wildfell Hall’s ability to generate shock 
and outrage. Helen Huntingdon’s story 
was left for later generations of readers 
to discover, long after the death of her 
creator.

After the wedding
Wildfell Hall tackles head-on what 
happens after the wedding day, the 
classic ‘happy ending’ of the traditional 
Victorian novel, exposing the iniquity 
of contemporary laws relating to 
divorce and child custody. Anne Brontë 
explores how far an intelligent woman 
can be expected to endure living with 
a dissolute, adulterous, violent and 
dangerous alcoholic purely because 
she is his wife. Arthur Huntingdon is 
not a misunderstood Byronic hero 
like Charlotte’s Rochester or Emily’s 
Heathcliff, in love with a woman 
he cannot marry and thus driven to 
desperate means. His abuse of Helen is 
not due to a thwarted passion for Lady 

Lowborough, just casual promiscuity. Similarly, Sam Baker’s 
Art Huntingdon is unable to cope with his war photographer 
wife Helen’s professional success, so is routinely unfaithful to 
her when she is away on assignment before his abuse escalates 
to become all-encompassing: physical, emotional and sexual. 

Anne Brontë first shows how Helen Graham fell in love with 
Arthur Huntingdon before dramatising his descent into violent 
alcoholism. By contrast, Sam Baker’s Helen has doubts all along 
— it is only a surprise pregnancy that persuades her to marry 
Art in the first place — and she drinks heavily herself as much 
to cope with the implosion of her marriage as to blot out the 
horrors she witnesses in war-torn Syria. Helen’s miscarriage 
is a disaster for Art because it allows her to continue with her 
foreign travels. His sinister rhetoric about them being a ‘team’ 
— the star journalist and his trusty sidekick the photographer 
— emerges in a narrative designed to suppress Helen’s identity 
and characterise her as treacherously disloyal. In her head, if not 
aloud, Helen resists his distortion of the truth:

Rupert Graves as Huntingdon 
and Tara Fitzgerald as Helen in 
The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (1996)
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A team, Helen…’ he said, repeating my name, as if in repeating 
it he owned it. Owned me. ‘…is what we are meant to be. A 
team. Professionally and personally. In work…and in life.’ He 
took one more silent step, I felt the air change this time, closing 
what little gap I’d managed to open up between us. His body 
just millimetres from mine.

I stood very still. Said nothing. Waited.

Baker, p. 269

This is strikingly similar to Anne Brontë’s presentation of her 
Victorian heroine’s experience. As Arlene Jackson notes, Wildfell 
Hall 

answers a question that other novels of [the] time do not ask: 
what happens to a marriage…where maleness and the role 
of husband is tied to the freedom to do as one wants, and 
femaleness and the role of wife is linked to providing service and 
pleasure not necessarily sexual, but including daily praise and 
ego-boosting and, quite simply, constant attention. 

Jackson in Downey

Two men on a mission
As a recently retired journalist, Sam Baker’s Gil Markham uses 
his nose for a mystery to ferret out Helen’s past, and it becomes 
clear how hard it would be to go ‘off-grid’ when we leave digital 
footprints wherever we go. In spite of his fundamental kindness 
and well-meaning integrity, as Gil obsessively cyberstalks 
Helen, the reader is confronted with the unmistakable similarity 
between Baker’s journalist hero and journalist villain in terms of 
their common desire to own the ‘truth’ about her:

He cleared the search box and typed ‘Domestic violence PTSD’ 
instead. Thousands more links filled his screen. Gil scanned them 
one after another, scribbling notes as he did… As he read on, his 
shower forgotten, the breakfast news long since replaced by a 
mid-morning chat show, Gil began a list.

Symptoms: 
short-term memory loss 
good long-term memory 
avoidance 
amnesia 
nightmares vs insomnia 
recurring flashbacks 
migraines

later events may trigger PTSD months, even years, after source 
event

need to keep busy

obsessive behaviour like exercise

easily startled

detachment/tendency to dissociate

He forced himself to slow down as his notes grew less legible.

Causes: 
fearing for life or life of others 
loss of physical integrity 
powerlessness/helplessness 
witnessing horror

women more likely to experience high-impact trauma like sexual 
assault

20% risk of development in women

Gil circled the 20% twice and put down his pen.

Baker, pp. 291–92

While Baker’s Gil is a divorced grandfather rather than a 
passionate hotheaded young bachelor, his fascination with 
Helen is as strong as that of Brontë’s original Gilbert Markham, 
whose epistolary narrative frames the heroine’s own story. 
Comparing Brontë’s hero with Baker’s enables the modern 
reader to interrogate the ‘enforced’ conventional happy ending 
of the original text — finishing with the marriage of Helen and 
Gilbert — with the revisionist version’s more open ending. 

Still relevant
Sam Baker’s highly successful update of The Tenant of Wildfell Hall 
just goes to emphasise the startling modernity and relevance of 
Anne Brontë’s central thesis when set against today’s cultural 
backdrop. In 2016, virtually in lock-step with the publication of 
The Woman Who Ran, an intense public debate about the nature 
and extent of so-called ‘coercive control’ within marriage was 
engendered by the climax of a slow-burning storyline in Radio 
4’s soap opera The Archers, in which Helen Titchener stabbed her 
abusive husband in a desperate attempt to protect her young son. 
As Lucy Mangan noted in a 2016 article in the Guardian, Wildfell 
Hall lays out:

in remorseless, compelling detail the effects of a husband’s 
alcoholism on a woman…and her fight to begin a new life 
away from his violence. So perfectly [does] it capture the 
powerlessness and fear of the female experience that…to read it 
is to be armed for ever against the traps into which the unwary 
Helen fell. Anyone who professes not to understand ‘why 
women stay’ should read it.

Baker, S. (2016) The Woman Who Ran, Harper Collins.

Brontë, A. (2008) The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, ed. H. Rosengarten, 
Oxford World’s Classics, Oxford University Press.

Miller, L. (2002) The Brontë Myth, Vintage.
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Cicely Palser Havely considers the limits of 
moral and biographical approaches to George 
Eliot’s novel and opens some questions about 
her gender-ambiguous narrator

Thanks to the long-lasting influence of the Cambridge 
critic F. R. Leavis, the moral content of George Eliot’s 
fiction is still sometimes regarded as its most important 

attribute. In The Great Tradition (1948) he nominated Jane 
Austen, George Eliot, Joseph Conrad and Henry James as the 
high points in a tradition of moral seriousness in fiction that 
enhanced ‘awareness of the possibilities of life’. That postwar 
date is important. Among the new uncertainties of the Cold 
War, the idea that authoritative moral illumination could be 
found in the finest realist fiction was compellingly relevant to 
many readers.

Moral insights?
Yet if we read The Mill on the Floss (1860) for its moral insights we 
may well be disappointed — or even disagree. Its lead characters, 
Maggie and Tom Tulliver, are the children of a miller who faces 
financial ruin. His wife and her sisters feel his loss of status 
very keenly and the text seems to insist that they ought not to 
be distressed with the loss of mere possessions. But when the 
narrator refers to Mrs Tulliver’s ‘helpless imbecility’ in the face of 
her downfall, we may want to object. The attitudes of 1860 were 
perhaps more ruthless than our own, but that does not mean we 
have to endorse Tom’s thoughtless treatment of animals (and his 
sister) because ‘boys will be boys’, or the endless references to 
the ‘pitiable’ disability of the lawyer’s son.

Comparing fiction with biography is another popular 
approach that has its limits. The ‘truth’ of a fiction matters less 
than an author’s ability to turn life into resonant literature. 
There is no doubt that Eliot reworked memories of her own 
early life in the rural Midlands in this novel, but Kathryn 

Hughes has suggested that an impulse to reproduce everything 
she remembered actually prevented Eliot from achieving ‘the 
critical distance required to move her story briskly forward’, 
so that despite many vivid episodes, the first half of the novel 
sometimes drags. The aunts’ obsession with the quality of 
their bed linen and tableware may accurately match Eliot’s 
childhood memories, but too many similar episodes prevent 
much character development, as if she finds it difficult to shift 
from remembering to invention. 

Showing or telling
What also slows the first half of the novel is that Eliot 
uses a narrator to comment on her characters’ actions and 
their consequences. Like an over-obtrusive voice-over in a 
documentary, this figure adds many lingering generalisations 
about human nature: ‘We learn to restrain ourselves as we get 
older…We no longer approximate in our behaviour to the mere 
impulsiveness of the lower animals…’ (Book 1, Ch. 5, p. 43). 
You would not be alone if you find yourself at best skim-reading 
such passages. When we are told that ‘simple people, like… Mr 
Tulliver, are apt to clothe unimpeachable feelings in erroneous 
ideas’, we may be reluctant to spend time working out whether 
this tells us more than the character has already shown us. 

So, who is this figure to whom Eliot has delegated the 
authority to prescribe how her readers should think? He (or is 
it she?) concludes the novel’s very first paragraph: ‘I remember 
those large dipping willows. I remember the stone bridge.’ This 
sounds like the memoir of a character within the fiction, but one 
who will turn out to have no part in the story. Though present 
everywhere and seeing more than any participant could see, 

AQA (A): Non-exam assessment:  
Recommended text (The Mill on the Floss)

The Mill on the Floss
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and its narrator
The Mill on the Floss

he or she remains invisible. We have to keep saying ‘he or she’ 
because we do not even know the narrator’s gender.

George or Mary Ann?
Nowhere does Eliot unambiguously tell us how to imagine this 
narrator figure. We know that when Mary Ann Evans turned 
herself into George Eliot she chose a male pseudonym partly 
because she wanted to disassociate herself from the ‘silly’ lady 
novelists she had castigated in an 1856 article for the Westminster 
Review. But did she imagine this conspicuous presence in her 
own fiction as male, female — even trans or androgynous? Is 
she cross-dressing in The Mill on the Floss? Frequent digs about 
the absurdities of female fashions could indicate a deliberate 
intention to make her narrator sound like a down-to-earth 
‘George’: ‘…at that period a woman was truly ridiculous to an 
instructed eye if she did not measure a yard and a half across the 
shoulders’ (Book 1, Ch. 7, p. 62 — and see also Aunt Pullet’s new 
bonnet in Ch. 9). When she/he speaks of ‘the responsibilities of a 
wife as a constitutional check on her husband’s pleasures’ (Book 1,  
Ch. 12, p. 128) we may picture the narrator as an ironically long-
suffering male. Yet such remarks could just as well come from a 
gruff, no-nonsense woman. 

How should a director preparing an audio-recording of The 
Mill on the Floss cast its narrator? With a woman, because its 
author is female? But the narrator of this novel cannot be easily 
equated with its author. Mary Ann Evans (or Marian — she 
varied the spelling) was a heavy-weight intellectual who publicly 
engaged with some of the knottiest philosophical and moral 
issues of her day (such as the divinity of Christ). That she was a 
woman made her extra challenging. The views of the narrator 

in The Mill on the Floss (on the other hand) are non-controversial 
and even bland:

Journeying down the Rhone on a summer’s day, you have 
perhaps felt the sunshine made dreary by those ruined villages…
telling how the swift river once rose… 

Book 4, Chapter 1, p. 282

Throughout the first half of the novel, this person who intervenes 
so often and so confidently about what ‘we’ feel and how ‘we’ 
typically react seems like an easy-going neighbour, with an 
inoffensive, middle-of-the-road view of the world. Not at all 
like the controversial Miss Evans who chose to write her fiction 
under a plain, solid, masculine pen name.

Which pronoun?
The most celebrated ancestor of the omniscient narrator is Henry 
Fielding, author of Tom Jones (1749). Fielding is his creation’s 
god: he knows more than it is realistic for anyone who is part 
of the story to know. Not only does he know all his characters 
inside out, he looks on them like a merciful, even indulgent, 
judge. But he is no puppeteer: he pretends not to be moving 
the beings he has of course invented, as if they have free will or 
agency. He is also happy to have the ‘I’ who comments on the 
story identified with himself as author. 

A century later, Eliot’s narrator makes no claim to be the 
novel’s author and uses ‘we’ (and ‘us’ and ‘our’) to keep readers 
onside. His/her relationship with those readers is complex, 
changeable and not always easy to pin down. Sometimes the ‘we’ 
turns to ‘you’ and that affable narrative voice turns defensive: ‘It 
is a sordid life, you say, this of the Tullivers and Dodsons…
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moved by [no]…wild, uncontrollable passions’ (Book 4, Ch. 1, 
p. 283). If we readers did say any such thing, of course, we would 
give up this novel and look for a gothic thriller. Instead we are 
manipulated into denying that we might want anything more 
exciting than the small incidents of a rural backwater. 

Perhaps nineteenth-century readers were more trusting 
than we are. Nowadays we tend to think that most first-person 
narratives are inevitably unreliable to some extent: the ‘I’ cannot 
always see beyond his or her own blinkered or self-justifying 
perspective. Another reading of the story may be discernible 
behind the version the ‘I’ presents.

Mary Ann Evans renders the storyteller’s identity unreliable 
by choosing to write under an assumed name and blurring the 
gender of the narrator. He or she is a fluid presence that can shift 
its shape as the novel requires and who perhaps comes closest to 
speaking with the author’s voice in the final chapter of the short 
Book 4. This gives an account of Maggie’s spiritual crisis that far 
outstrips the previous intellectual reach of the narrator:

…she had come out of her school-life…quite without that 
knowledge of the irreversible laws …which becomes morality, 
and the feelings of submission and dependence [which] become 
religion. 

Book 4, Chapter 3, p. 300

Growth and change
But then comes a big change. In Book 5 (‘Wheat and Tares’) the 
‘uncontrollable passions’ which we have previously been told we 
must do without now come thick and fast. Maggie, grown into 

a young woman, forms a secret relationship 
with Philip Waken, the son of the lawyer 
her family blames for the loss of the mill. 
Even more dangerous is the irresistible 
attraction that develops between her and the 
glamorous Stephen, Philip’s friend and her 
cousin’s fiancé. The conventionally-minded 
narrator of the novel’s first half cannot cope 
with the grown-up emotions of the second. 
He/she tries to insist that a lonely 17-year-
old has no thoughts of love, but the text 
contradicts him. We sympathise with the 
characters not because of the narrator’s 
commentary but because we are now given 
an unmediated account of their inner lives. 
Occasionally he/she still steers our response: 
‘You must not suppose that [Philip] was 
capable of a gross selfishness’ (Book 5, Ch. 1,  
p. 319). But more typically, commentary 
shades into something like free indirect 
speech: ‘perhaps no woman ever could love 
him: well, then, he would endure that…’.

Why does Eliot’s surrogate here become 
so much less intrusive? Narrators in her later 
fiction are often prominent and much more 
like their author so we know she was not 
abandoning this useful device. But she does 
seem to be exploring when and how to let 
another voice intrude — and when to keep it 

silent. Here, as issues of right and wrong become more nuanced, 
an unsophisticated narrator cannot cope. 

Shocking
The figure who has rubbed along with the first half of the 
novel would be very uncomfortable with the sexual passions 
of its later stages. Maggie defies and deceives her brother when 
she continues to see the son of his lawyer-enemy. When she 
encounters the shallow, dashing Stephen the two are soon 
‘oppressively conscious of the other’s presence, even to the 
finger-ends’ (Book 6, Ch. 6, p. 420) — even though Philip is 
now her acknowledged suitor. Two men in her life, one her best 
friend’s fiancé; overt physical attraction. This was shocking stuff. 
The poet and critic Algernon Swinburne protested in 1877 that 
‘a cancer…a gangrene…[a] mortal plague-spot’ had polluted 
Maggie. How could that respectable, easy-going narrator of 
the first half possibly comment — unless it were to join the 
condemnation? 

Emily Watson and Ifan Meredith 
as Maggie and Tom Tulliver in 
The Mill on the Floss (1997)

Questions
Consider other novels you have studied:

1 Is there a noticeable narrator in the text or does the story pretend 
to tell itself?

2 If there is a narrator, is he or she identical to the author of the text?

3 Is the narrator inside or outside the story?

4 How much of the story does he or she know and reveal to the 
reader?
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For the modern reader, these transgressive elements are 
compelling, not least when we realise that they probably have 
their roots in Eliot’s own turbulent sexual history. Living openly 
with a married man, she well knew how personal integrity and 
public respectability could be irreconcilable. When tides and a 
missed connection turn Maggie’s not quite innocent boat trip 
with Stephen into the appearance of a full-blown elopement, 
Eliot does not endorse the general disapproval, and a story 
which sometimes moves sluggishly in its first half now dashes 

to its end. It is as Maggie struggles to regain respectability that 
a flood sweeps away the mill, drowning her and her brother, 
reunited briefly in death. The narrator’s scant conclusion is 
ambivalent: 

Nature repairs her ravages — but not all…To the eyes that have 
dwelt on the past, there is no thorough repair. 

Conclusion, p. 543

But whose are these words? There are no pronouns: no ‘I’ or ‘we’. 
The narrator has evolved into a disembodied voice; the novel’s 
import has at last been trusted to the tale and not the teller. 
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 texts in context

THE

HISTORY
BOYS

Historical and biographical context 

In his introduction to the Faber edition of The History Boys (2004), 
Alan Bennett makes clear that his own experiences of Oxford 
University in the 1950s formed the origins of the play. He describes 
how he learned facts and ‘odd, eye-catching quotations’ (p. xiii) 
in preparation for his scholarship examination. He approached 
his final examinations in a similar way, arguing the questions ‘in 
brisk generalities flavoured with sufficient facts and quotations to 
engage the examiner’s interest and disguise my basic ignorance’. 
(p. xv). ‘This is the Irwin method.’ 

Because his focus was primarily the clashing ideologies of 
education, Bennett originally intended the play should be set 
in the present. When he discovered that Oxford and Cambridge 
had replaced entrance exams with A-level grades and other 
requirements, he set it in the 1980s, just before the old system 
came to an end.

Political context

Whether it was particularly important to Bennett or not, the 1980s 
setting has prompted many to approach the play by considering 
the politics of this period, dominated by the Conservative prime 
minister, Margaret Thatcher. Her profound influence on education 
included the introduction of a national curriculum and ‘league 
tables’ which compared examination results across all schools. 
This led to a crisis in educational ideology. On one side were the 
Hectors, who believed in learning for its own sake and educating 
children for life, and on the other the more pragmatic Irwins, 
whose focus was success in examinations. Students and teachers 
now experiencing a focus on examination results that is greater 
than ever before, could argue that Irwin’s approach has become 
the prevailing ideology in schools today. 

Social contexts: the meaning of
time and history

One of the most striking aspects of The History Boys is its focus on 
time. Throughout the play, time is a fluid concept, with seamless 
movement between timescales and shifts between past and 
present tense. The boys are all applying to read history, a device 
which allows Bennett to explore the significance of historical study 
and how the past influences the present. 

Perhaps the most trenchant opinion comes from the character 
Rudge during a mock interview: ‘How do I define history? It’s just 
one fucking thing after another’ (p. 85). The teacher Irwin has 
an even more cynical approach: told by a boy that the historical 
facts in his essay are ‘all true’, Irwin replies ‘What has that got to 
do with it? What has that got to do with anything?’ (p. 25). This 
might put us in mind not only of George Orwell’s warnings in 1984 
of a totalitarian future in which two plus two make five, but also 
of the way in which current political figures and organisations 
make use of what one member of President Trump’s administration 
has called ‘alternative facts’.

The History Boys was first performed at the National Theatre in 2004 and was 
immediately successful; it forms part of an ongoing creative partnership 

between the playwright Alan Bennett and the director Nicholas Hytner. The play 
then toured the world, including Broadway, and many of the young lead actors 

have gone on to individual success in theatre, television and entertainment, 
including James Corden, Jamie Parker and Dominic Cooper. 

The main focus of the play is the impact of two very different teachers on a group 
of eight young men at a grammar school who are preparing to sit entrance 

exams for Oxford and Cambridge. The first, Hector, idealises education. He sees 
it as his duty to educate the ‘boys’ for life with knowledge about everything from 
English poetry to the songs of Ella Fitzgerald. For him, exams are ‘the enemy of 
education’ (p. 48). A second teacher, Irwin, is appointed by the pragmatic head, 

and teaches the boys to develop attention-grabbing opinions which will help 
them stand out from the crowd in their exams. 
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Gender politics

Dorothy Lintott is the third history teacher and the only female 
character in a play with complex and sometimes uncomfortable 
gender politics. Her approach to teaching, based around in-depth 
knowledge and ‘plainly stated and properly organised facts’, provides 
some middle ground between Hector and Irwin. Mrs Lintott is a 
woman of strong opinions and it is noticeable that she is the only 
character in the play to use gendered swear words. Her feminist 
reading of history (‘History is women following behind with the 
bucket…’) reflects her role in the play — as she points out in a 
soliloquy (p. 68). Her brisk and friendly teaching style maintains clear 
water between the student and teacher, unlike Hector and Irwin who 
both struggle to keep a distance from their students. 

Their investment in the young men’s education and future leads 
to complicated feelings about them on a personal level. This 
overstepping of the line between teachers and students is one of the 
trickiest aspects of the play to navigate, and is further complicated by 
both men’s difficulties in coming to terms with their homosexuality. 

Intertextuality 

Another way in which Bennett creates a strong sense of time as a 
continuum is through his use of intertextuality. The play is crammed 
with literary references, including First World War poets, French, 
Austrian and Greek philosophers, Kafka, Larkin, Orwell, Proust and 
Shakespeare. For example, when one of the boys recites Thomas 
Hardy’s poem ‘Drummer Hodge’, Hector points out the connections 
across time: Hardy wrote the poem when he was ‘about sixty. My 
age, I suppose…’, while the poem’s main character Hodge would 
have been ‘a young soldier, younger than you probably’ (p. 55). 

Other cultural references are also wide-ranging: Brief Encounter, 
Gracie Fields, Mozart, Rembrandt. This continual interweaving of 
ideas from different times and places emphasises the interlinking 
of past and present. Audiences might well feel that the breadth of 
knowledge required to identify and understand all the allusions in 
the play reflects the educational ideals of Hector rather than those of 
Irwin.

The History Boys was first performed at the National Theatre in 2004 and was 
immediately successful; it forms part of an ongoing creative partnership 

between the playwright Alan Bennett and the director Nicholas Hytner. The play 
then toured the world, including Broadway, and many of the young lead actors 

have gone on to individual success in theatre, television and entertainment, 
including James Corden, Jamie Parker and Dominic Cooper. 

The main focus of the play is the impact of two very different teachers on a group 
of eight young men at a grammar school who are preparing to sit entrance 

exams for Oxford and Cambridge. The first, Hector, idealises education. He sees 
it as his duty to educate the ‘boys’ for life with knowledge about everything from 
English poetry to the songs of Ella Fitzgerald. For him, exams are ‘the enemy of 
education’ (p. 48). A second teacher, Irwin, is appointed by the pragmatic head, 

and teaches the boys to develop attention-grabbing opinions which will help 
them stand out from the crowd in their exams. 
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John Purkis reflects on the life and work of an important 
but lesser-known Irish poet who died 100 years ago, and 
considers some key poems about his experience of the 
war in the context of Ireland’s involvement

AQA (A): Paper 2 ‘World War 1 
and its aftermath’: wider reading

AQA (A): Paper 2 ‘Modern times’ 
(Heaney Selected Poems)

AQA (B): Paper 2 ‘Political 
writing’ (Heaney Selected Poems)

Francis  Ledwidge

While it is fitting to focus attention on poets who 
expose the horror of war and the suffering of the 
soldiers, there were some whose work expressed 

different preoccupations. 
Francis Ledwidge was an Irish poet who joined the British 

army and died at the beginning of the third battle of Ypres on 31 
July 1917. The specific national context within which Ledwidge 
wrote is highly significant, as during the Great War an undivided 
Ireland was part of the United Kingdom. Young men hastened 
to volunteer there, as elsewhere, and served in the army without 
hesitation; but others had to consider their position carefully, 
and Ledwidge was one of these. Since the nineteenth century 
there had been a strong political movement for Home Rule in 
Ireland — in other words, for Ireland to be ruled by the Irish, 
and not from Britain. Some of those who held these views were 
anti-British and some were identified in this way by others. Even 
to this day, Irish attitudes to those who fought in the war are 
ambivalent, and only recently have they begun to change.

Origins and war service
Francis Ledwidge was born in 1887, in Slane, Co. Meath, and 
was brought up in poverty. His father had died and his mother 
had to bring up eight children by herself while working at three 
jobs simultaneously. Ledwidge left school at 14, took what 
employment was available, such as road building and copper 
mining, and eventually became a trade union organiser and a 
Navan Rural councillor. One of his poems was published in the 
local paper and was noticed by Lord Dunsany, an Anglo-Irish 
aristocrat, who then lent him books and encouraged his writing. 

Ledwidge’s political views led him to join the Irish Volunteers, 
a nationalist militia formed to bring about Home Rule. In 
October 1914, when the war became the most important issue, 
the Volunteers split, and Ledwidge was challenged for refusing 
to join the majority, who wished to support the British. They 
suspected Ledwidge of being a member of Sinn Fein, which 
means ‘We Ourselves’ in Irish, highlighting its emphasis on Irish 
independence, both cultural and political. It was regarded as an 
extreme organisation.

Ledwidge must have felt he was in an impossible situation, 
and within a week he had joined the Royal Inniskilling 
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Francis  Ledwidge
Fusiliers. This change of heart left him with few friends. He 
later defended his position in a letter to Professor Lewis Chase,  
an American reader who had contacted him in order to feature his 
life and work in a series of lectures at the University of Wisconsin:

I joined the British Army because she stood between Ireland and 
an enemy common to our civilisation and I would not have her 
say that she defended us while we did nothing at home but pass 
resolutions. 

Curtayne, p. 83

After completing his military training, Ledwidge was sent abroad 
in 1915. Like Rupert Brooke, he was a member of the expedition 
to Gallipoli in northern Turkey. The landing was badly planned, 
and many soldiers in his unit were killed on the beach. The 
Turks soon took control of the battle, and the British army had 
to withdraw, having achieved nothing. 

Ledwidge went back to Greece, and took part in the 
Thessaloniki campaign and the advance into Macedonia. 
Suffering from exhaustion, he was sent to hospital in Egypt, 
where a doctor noticed his first volume of poetry, Songs of the 
Fields (1915), lying by his bed and arranged for his speedy return 
to England. He remained in hospital in Manchester and did not 
arrive home in Ireland until May 1916.

Nature, grief and homage
Ledwidge had begun as a nature poet, and his work resembled 
the latest school of English writers, who were beginning to 
call themselves ‘the Georgians’. He was published in the 
second volume of Georgian Poetry (1913–15), and came to the 
notice of Edward Thomas. Thomas, who also died in the war, 
at the Battle of Arras 1917, was an established literary critic 
whose conversational poetry was a radical example of this 
style; ‘Adlestrop’ is his most famous poem. Georgian poets 
generally avoided grandeur in their poems. They often included 
a reference to a place name, and presented rural scenery, leading 
to slightly melancholy reflections upon it. 

‘The Blackbirds’
This spirit is noticeable in Ledwidge’s poem ‘The Blackbirds’ 
(and Ledwidge is often referred to as ‘the Poet of the Blackbird’):

The Blackbirds

I heard the Poor Old Woman say: 
‘At break of day the fowler came, 
And took my blackbirds from their songs 
Who loved me well thro’ shame and blame.

No more from lovely distances 
Their songs shall bless me mile by mile, 
Nor to white Ashbourne call me down 
To wear my crown another while.

When bended flowers the angels mark 
For the skylark the place they lie, 
From there its little family 
Shall dip their wings first in the sky.

And when the first surprise of flight 
Sweet songs excite, from the far dawn 
Shall there come blackbirds loud with love, 
Sweet echoes of the singers gone.

But in the lonely hush of eve 
Weeping I grieve the silent bills.’ 
I heard the Poor Old Woman say 
In Derry of the little hills.

This is a statement of mourning, and the blackbirds seem to 
mean more to the writer than mere birds would. One inference 
is that the blackbirds are singers, meaning poets. The poem 
is full of personal feeling. We can offer an obvious historical 
explanation, but this is not quite enough to understand the 
strange memorability of this text. Some allusions need clarifying. 

In 1916, during the Easter holidays, the people of Dublin 
were amazed to hear shooting in the streets, and found that a 
group of armed civilians had seized the General Post Office and 
other defensible buildings. The rebellion was soon put down 
by the British army, but not before the leaders had proclaimed 
the establishment of the Republic of Ireland. They had little 
support from the local population, and were mocked as they 
surrendered. The ring leaders were shot. Ledwidge was not in 
Ireland at the time of this ‘Easter Rising’ because he was still 
in hospital, but soon discovered that some of the commanders 

An Irish poet in the Great War
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were referred to as poets — ‘poets with rifles’. On his return to 
Ireland he was shocked to realise that the soldiers who defeated 
the Irish rebels wore the same British army uniform as he did. 

When Ledwidge arrived back in Meath in May 1916 he spoke 
to the local press and said: 

The Serbians impressed me very much. I consider Serbia, 
poetically, like Ireland — a poor old woman wandering the roads 
of the world.

Curtayne, p. 155

Therefore, Ireland is represented by the Poor Old Woman, 
sorrowing for the poets who were executed after the Easter 
Rising. There was a similar revolt in Ashbourne, where the 
police were driven out of the town. All this has been encoded in 
‘The Blackbirds’, not for fear of discovery, but because outright 
political statement was considered to be in poor taste.

‘Thomas McDonagh’
The Easter Rising was also the occasion represented in Ledwidge’s 
most famous poem. One of the Irish commanders executed was 
his friend Thomas McDonagh, who had been a prolific and 
witty writer, known for his translation of ‘An Bonnán Buí’ in 
the Irish of Cathal Buí Mac Giolla Ghunna, into English as ‘The 
Yellow Bittern’. 

The yellow bittern that never broke out 
In a drinking bout, might as well have drunk; 
His bones are thrown on a naked stone 
Where he lived alone like a hermit monk

Lines such as these illustrate the internal rhyming in old Irish 
verse, which Ledwidge uses in ‘The Blackbirds’ and in the 

following poem, where he pays homage to the dead man in a 
personal lament.

Thomas McDonagh

He shall not hear the bittern cry  
In the wild sky, where he is lain,  
Nor voices of the sweeter birds  
Above the wailing of the rain. 

Nor shall he know when loud March blows  
Thro’ slanting snows her fanfare shrill,  
Blowing to flame the golden cup  
Of many an upset daffodil. 

But when the Dark Cow leaves the moor  
And pastures poor with greedy weeds  
Perhaps he’ll hear her low at morn  
Lifting her horn in pleasant meads.

Ledwidge uses his subtle art to magnify the usual references 
to nature which had always marked his poetry. As Seamus 
Heaney mentions in his introduction to Ledwidge’s Selected 
Poems (2017):

[he] harnessed his patriotic impulse to the task of sounding 
the Irish note which McDonagh himself had discovered in Irish 
poetry and had to some extent prescribed for it. Ledwidge’s new 
command of the Gaelic techniques of assonance and internal 
rhyme constituted an oblique declaration of loyalty. 

The ‘Dark Cow’ (which is not always capitalised in some editions 
of the poems) may allude to the cattle which stand out in Irish 
legends, such as that of the war over the Brown Bull of Cooley, 
and therefore refers to Ireland itself. 

Third Ypres, or the Battle of Passchendaele, 
in which Francis Ledwidge was killed
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‘At Currabwee’
At the end of his leave in 1916, Ledwidge was late in reporting 
back to barracks in Derry. He was therefore court-martialled 
and lost his lance-corporal’s stripe. This humiliation, combined 
with the deeper confusion of loyalties within his mind, could 
have reduced him to a victim figure. But he did not desert the 
army, and still retained his pride as a trained soldier. In ‘At 
Currabwee’ he links supernatural ‘Faery singing’ which is ‘Of 
Ireland glorious and free’ to two of the main leaders of the failed 
rebellion, Joseph Plunkett and Patrick Pearse. In the last stanza 
he tries to convince himself that he was, in his own way, their 
equal — with a rhetorical gesture reminiscent of the English 
Romantic poet Byron, who had become a soldier and died 
during the military campaign to liberate Greece from Turkish 
rule almost a century before: 

And I, myself, have often heard  
Their singing as the stars went by,  
For am I not of those who reared  
The banner of old Ireland high,  
From Dublin town to Turkey’s shores,  
And where the Vardar loudly roars? 

(Note: the Vardar is a river flowing from Serbia into Greece.)

Final service
On 13 December 1916 he resumed active service in France. 
Ledwidge’s friend Katharine Tynan, an established poet with a 
son in the war, wrote to him after reviewing his book, and he 
replied: 

I am a unit in the Great War, doing and suffering…I may be dead 
before this reaches you, but I will have done my part…I hear the 
roads calling, and the hills, and the rivers wondering where I am. 
It is terrible to be always homesick. 

He was stationed at Arras and then moved north to Ypres, where 
a big push forward was attempted. This was to become known as 
Third Ypres, or the Battle of Passchendaele — with its enormous 
number of casualties. 

Francis Ledwidge was one of these casualties. On the opening 
day his division was held back, repairing the road and rail links. 
They had arrived at a crossroads and were handed tea. Just at this 
point a shell exploded among them. The padre, Father Devas, 
was able to pick out Ledwidge by his identity disc. He was buried 
where he fell at Boezinge in the Ypres Salient and a monument 
was set up there in 1998. 

Remembered
Ledwidge is remembered for his three volumes of poems, Songs 
of the Fields, Songs of Peace and Last Poems (the last two published 
after his death). All these sold well. They were later combined in 
Complete Poems, which was reprinted several times. As Heaney 
says, this volume with its many nature poems ‘used to be a safe 
bet for the convent library and the school prize’. After the end 
of the war and the foundation of the Irish Free State most of the 
writers who had served with the British army were edited out of 
the national consciousness, and Ledwidge was not included by 
Yeats among the many Irish poets in the Oxford Book of Modern 
Verse. His reputation was revived by a researcher, Alice Curtayne, 

who found many more verses among his papers. She produced 
an enlarged new Complete Poems in 1974 and a biography, Francis 
Ledwidge: A Life of the Poet in 1972. These, combined with a 
strikingly personal elegy by Seamus Heaney, ‘In Memoriam 
Francis Ledwidge’ in Field Work (1979), reinstated his name.

Are we to call him a war poet? Whereas Wilfred Owen, 
Siegfried Sassoon and Robert Graves found their subject matter 
in responding to the catastrophic slaughter of the Western Front 
from 1916 onwards, Ledwidge had experienced a much harsher 
but different kind of warfare serving in Gallipoli and Macedonia 
in 1915. In a letter to his soldier friend Bob Christie, he said: 
‘I cannot write you of our hardships in Serbia, as no words 
could describe the cold, the frost and the hunger.’ He could 
be compared to the artist Stanley Spencer, who served in the 
same area and created a telling series of murals in the Sandham 
Memorial Chapel, Burghclere. 

Unlike many of the soldiers who were 18 or so when they 
enlisted, Ledwidge was from an older generation and was nearly 
30 at the time of his death. His previous training was in the 
writing of lyrical poetry in the manner of the nineteenth century. 
In this he was fluent, even prolific. Though the emotional level 
of his work is enlarged by the experience of the war, the function 
of many poems is to provide a release from it. He writes as an 
individual soldier with a divided conscience; his inner turmoil 
is present even as he gives a sidelong glance at the scene. He is 
a witness to the experience of the Great War, and complements 
the work of the more famous poets.
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Questions
1 To what extent is ‘The Blackbirds’ a Georgian nature poem? What 
else does it express?

2 Consider Ledwidge’s own definition of his style, expressed in 
a letter to Dusany: ‘You know how I love short words.’ Is such 
simplicity deceptive?

3 Compare how Yeats handles the subject of the Irish rebellion in his 
poem ‘Easter 1916’ with Ledwidge’s poems.

John Purkis taught English literature and classics for the Open 
University.
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GIRLS
The meaning of a work of art is not fixed. As well as being 

open to interpretation, different meanings are acquired 
in different times. This article takes Caryl Churchill’s 

Top Girls as an example. While being firmly fixed in the early 
1980s, the play offers new audiences fresh responses to issues 
that are simultaneously of that decade and relevant to the time 
of production. 

A different play in different times
Top Girls is a highly political play. In 1981, Churchill was 
responding to the advent of Margaret Thatcher (1925–2013) 
as prime minister and the ways she was changing the country. 
Marlene is often seen as a version of Thatcher: a woman who, 
by hard work, determination — even ruthlessness — rose 
from relatively humble origins to reach the top. Yet audiences’ 
responses have changed. As Lyn Gardner notes: ‘In 1982, 
Marlene seemed like a Thatcherite monster. Twenty years on 
she is all around us and we hardly notice.’ Marlene’s single-
mindedness and scant regard for the feelings of the less clever 
or less motivated were objectionable to many in early 1980s 
audiences. After all, they were seeing, first-hand, the policies of 
the socialist Labour governments of the 1970s being overturned 
in favour of Conservative ones which, for example, cut public 
spending (including on the arts) and more than halved taxation 
for the highest earners. With the focus on the individual, the 
richest grew richer, but for others, things grew tougher. When the 
play premiered in 1982, unemployment had reached 3 million. 

Today, however, entrepreneurship and enterprise are normal 
aspects of business, and qualities like singlemindedness and 
self-promotion are often considered prerequisites for success. 
Witness the popularity of television programmes such as The 
Apprentice, where viewers enjoy the edited actions of brazenly 
ambitious candidates seeking a £250,000 investment in their 
business. It’s difficult to imagine these people, most of whom 
wear ruthlessness as a badge of honour, recoiling at Marlene 
crushing Howard to get ahead, or telling his wife to ‘piss off ’. 

This shift towards individualism since the 1980s is also borne 
out by audiences and performers. For example, Suranne Jones 
(Marlene in the 2011 Chichester Minerva Theatre production) 
‘noted that the polarised “anti-Marlene, pro-Joyce” audience 
reactions to the 1982 premiere had given way to greater sympathy 
for Marlene’. Similarly, Caroline Katz (Marlene in the 2012 
West Yorkshire Playhouse production) argues that ‘Marlene’s 
narcissism, which was found unacceptable in the 1980s, is 
the very thing that younger women in the twenty-first century 
understand as a given in the battle to succeed in work’. Indeed, 
as critic Mary Luckhurst notes, rather than being repulsive to 
recent audiences, ‘for all [Marlene’s] flaws she inspires a certain 
admiration and recognition’.

A compelling, multifaceted character
It’s clear then that the contexts of production and reception 
impact significantly on meaning. But we should also remember 
the potential for multiple meanings in the text itself. Churchill 
creates a compelling, multifaceted protagonist. Some of 
Marlene’s ambiguity comes from the play’s structure. The first 
act celebrates her achievements, yet celebration turns into 
criticism of her values, culminating in the argument with her 
sister in Act Three. This was Churchill’s intention. She wanted 
Top Girls to ‘start out looking like a feminist play and then turn 
into a socialist one, as well’. 

There is, though, potential for alternative readings even in 
the first act. The restaurant setting reflects Marlene's luxurious 
lifestyle, but also her self-importance. Although this is 
unmentioned in the script, the restaurant is traditionally named 
the Prima Donna (the leading female singer in an opera, but, 
colloquially, a difficult person with an inflated sense of their 
own talents and importance). Marlene’s costume — typically a 
smart, 1980s designer dress — reflects her status. Her confidence 
and the social ease in hosting her guests of so many different 
backgrounds and eras might help to make her impressive. Many 
might admire this representation of an accomplished woman, 

Staging the eighties

Focusing on elements of 
staging, context and reception, 
Luke McBratney explores 
some of the many ways to 
interpret Top Girls and its 
compelling central character
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who has smashed the glass ceiling to become a managing 
director — especially considering that even by the late 1980s 
only 6% of directors were women. 

Fine dining, eighties style
We should also consider the first act stylistically. It is non-
naturalistic: a fantasy sequence that might be interpreted as 
the drunken dream of the successful woman who didn’t have 
real friends with whom to celebrate. Apart from the dialogue 
— where the overlapping sections mean the audience misses 
some of what is said for the sake of it sounding real — the 
most naturalistic element is Marlene’s interaction with the 
waitress. Her first line is a disguised imperative. She doesn’t use 
a command, but a statement: ‘I’d like a bottle of Frascati straight 
away if you’ve got one really cold.’ The subtext is clear: she knows 
exactly what she wants, she would like it according to her exact 
specifications and she would like it instantly. There is no small 
talk with the waitress, who is silent throughout, unnamed and 
not once thanked for her work. 

Perhaps this is an early sign of a shrewd but selfish protagonist 
who is less an individual and more a symbol of her times. 
Productions can make this more pronounced. For example, 
in the BBC version, broadcast in 1991 (the year after Thatcher 
resigned), Marlene wears a blue dress that has been seen to 
echo those favoured by Margaret Thatcher, and her confident, 
carefully enunciated speech is reminiscent of that of the former 
prime minister, who famously used elocution, first to disguise 
her lower-middle-class origins and then to deepen and lend her 
voice more authority. Even the actor’s hair — swept high over her 
forehead — might be reminiscent of Thatcher’s. 

Cultural references anchor the play’s action in the eighties, 
and Marlene’s food choices also suggest elements of her 
character. Her starter, avocado vinaigrette, is typically chic 
1980s fare, unlike, for example, Gret’s choice of soup. For her 
main, Marlene mentions twice that she wants rare steak. This, 
rather than the more well-cooked options that were to many 

British people’s taste at the time, suggests sophistication, but 
its animal connotations also suggest ruthlessness. Of her final 
course, she says ‘I’d like profiteroles because they’re disgusting.’

This paradox, which might sound like she’s being rude to 
the waitress as well as drunkenly showing off, suggests that she 
likes the pudding for its excess. Its sense of overindulgence is 
appropriate for a decade that became synonymous with greed — 
a quality reinforced by the drunkenness on stage. By the end of 
the act, Pope Joan, who started off ascetically forgoing a starter, 
has overindulged so much that she vomits in a corner. Marlene 
has consumed at least one full bottle of wine and possibly four 
brandies — one of which isn’t even her own. The party that had 
sophisticated beginnings has an uncivilised end. 

Them and us
The 1980s are also on show in the Suffolk scenes. These might 
be seen as a mirror image of Act One, in which the play’s themes 
are explored from a different angle and in a different setting. 
And it is not just in the overt political discussions between the 
estranged sisters that we sense the dark side of the eighties. The 
scene between Kit and Angie that opens Act Two is a potent 
visual contrast to the glitzy optimism of Act One. The restaurant 
has been replaced with a working-class backyard on which sits 
a ‘shelter made of junk, made by children’. This is not just to 
show the opposite of the smart, aspirational environment of 
successful eighties business people, but to suggest the pessimism 
of many in the UK at the time. 

While some in twenty-first-century audiences might not take 
seriously the girls’ talk of the safest place to be after a war, the 
play’s original audiences — who had, for example, been shown 
the chilling ‘Protect and Survive’ public information films 
advising the public on what to do in the aftermath of a nuclear 
strike — would have been more likely to treat it as a childish 
response to a real threat. A 1980 survey reported in the Daily 
Telegraph found that ‘40 per cent of adults said they believed a 
nuclear war was likely in the next 10 years’.

Caryl Churchill at home in London (1988)
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In Act Three we are back in a place of eating, but rather than 
abundance, there is scarcity — Joyce can offer Marlene only 
a cup of tea or an egg. Rather than see the glamorous side of 
the eighties and hear tales of aspiration and success, we see an 
untidy, impoverished-looking room and hear stories of apathy 
and making do. The drunkenness is not of celebration but 
of consolation. Many might sympathise with Joyce and the 
way in which she has remained true to ideals of family and 
community, seeing her as the human fallout after the blazing 
success of Marlene, or as an alternative symbol for the eighties 
and the many who didn’t or couldn’t leave for London and the 
new opportunities of capitalism. With the rising of interest in 
Joyce comes the waning of sympathy for Marlene, whose choices 
begin to look colder and more cruel. 

The personal is political
The climax comes during the discussion about politics in which 
the play’s themes become most explicit. The line ‘I think the 
eighties are going to be stupendous’ is the touchpaper that sets 
the argument ablaze, and it is a line that is greeted differently 
by different audiences. In productions of the early 1980s, some 
audience members might have responded favourably to this 
optimistic sentiment, but bitter disputes, such as the miners’ 
strikes of 1984, meant that later audiences are likely to treat it 
ironically. A review of the Battersea Arts Centre production of 
2000 noted that this line ‘was greeted by a guffaw’. 

In the BBC production of 1991, with which Churchill was 
heavily involved, the escalating animosity is felt through the 
increasingly hostile body language and facial expressions 
and the concentration of overlapping lines. At the peak of 
the argument, it is difficult to discern what is actually being 
said until Joyce, making direct eye contact with Marlene, says 
‘because if someone’s kicking you I’ll just laugh’. This makes 
Marlene stop and listen. The silence that follows marks an easing 
of tension and a new mood as Marlene attempts to diffuse the 
ill-will by saying ‘I don’t mean anything personal.’ 

The feminist phrase ‘the personal is political’ springs, 
ironically, to mind: everything the sisters have been saying 
about politics is personal. Joyce, presented in this production as 
the stronger, more reasonable sister, speaks calmly, softly and 
with concern; Marlene, seemingly less rational, with a raised 
voice taunts ‘Them, them. US and them.’ She reaches out to 

touch Joyce’s arm as she says ‘But we’re still friends anyway’, only 
to be rebuffed calmly by ‘I don’t think so, no.’ This production 
suggests that we should side with Joyce. The less financially 
successful sister is morally superior and is the one who really 
understands what is happening in the country.

Never trust the teller
Yet we should beware of seeing any one production as definitive. 
Let’s conclude by considering a more recent performance for a 
twenty-first-century audience — and one removed from British 
class politics. In the Antaeus Theatre in Hollywood, USA, in 
2014 the impact of the final scene was very different to the 
production at the Royal Court Theatre in 1982 and to the 1991 
BBC version. In this Top Girls, the defeatist, self-pitying side of 
Joyce’s character was emphasised. She wore an unfashionable 
brown woollen cardigan and a despondent expression as she 
slumped over her kitchen table, while Marlene, dressed in a 
flattering silk blouse, moved with brisk confidence and grace. 
The LA Times critic viewed Joyce (played by Karianne Flaathen) 
as ‘depressed’ and ‘resentful’. The rightness of her views and 
the strength to stand up to her wealthier sister that were clear 
in 1982 and 1991 have all but disappeared: ‘Everything about 
Flaathen’s Joyce seems appropriately faded except her anger.’

Luckhurst, M. (2014) Caryl Churchill, Routledge.

Tycer, A. (2008) Caryl Churchill’s Top Girls (Modern Theatre Guides), 
Bloomsbury.
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Questions
1 Do you think Joyce’s motives for caring for Angie can be presented 
as being less than altruistic? Is she presented as an unsatisfactory 
mother?

2 What is the significance of the final act taking place one year 
before the other two?

3 Research the goals of second-wave feminists (from the 1960s and 
1970s). How far, and in what ways, is Marlene presented as having 
benefited from their achievements? 

Luke McBratney is an experienced examiner for A-level English 
literature, a member of the ENGLISH REVIEW editorial board and 
co-series editor of the Hodder Study and Revise guides to texts 
set for AS/A-level English literature.

Sisters — Suranne 
Jones as Marlene and 
Stella Gonet as Joyce 
(Minerva Theatre, 
Chichester, 2011)
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In 1928, the year that Hardy died, Britain became a full 
democracy as women gained the vote on the same terms as 

men. Modernity was advancing at new speeds, with air travel 
in full flight. Cities had come increasingly to dominate over 
the countryside in the century before and rivalry between 
European nations had led to the unprecedented destruction 
of the First World War. Unemployment among the working 
classes, and the poverty and working conditions that resulted 
in the Great Strike of 1926, contrasted strikingly with the 
prosperity of the middle and upper classes.

Hardy, born in 1840 when Britain was still a rural economy, 
wrote 14 novels, some 948 poems, and more than 40 short 
stories, many of which, like his novels, appeared first in serial 
form in the periodical press. He sought to address a number of 
social questions in his work, from inequalities and injustices of 
class and gender to animal welfare. ‘What are my books but one 
plea against “man’s inhumanity to man” — to woman — and 
to the lower animals?’ he remarked to his friend the journalist 
William Archer in 1901 (Archer in Gibson, p. 50). 

Perhaps the greatest influence on his writing was the 
philosopher and liberal politician J. S. Mill, an ardent advocate 
of the rights of women and of social justice, who, like Hardy, 
also deplored cruelty to animals, and whose work included 
On Liberty (1859) and The Subjection of Women (1869). On the 
granting of the right to vote to women, Hardy had himself 
written to the suffragist Millicent Garrett Fawcett in 1906 
‘I have for a long time been in favour of woman-suffrage’ 
(Collected Letters III, p. 238). 

 anniversaries

Thomas Hardy’s
radical politics

Thomas Hardy at home 
at Max Gate in the 
early 1920s

Angelique Richardson explores, 
ninety years after his death, what 
made Hardy such an important 
writer in his own time and today
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Social injustices
Hardy’s first novel, ‘The Poor Man and the Lady’, subtitled 
‘By the Poor Man’, completed in 1868, was rejected by the 
publishers for being too radical. The tendency of the writing, 
he claimed, was ‘socialistic, not to say revolutionary’ — not, 
he noted, that he had defined it as socialistic at the time, ‘for 
the word had probably never, or scarcely ever, been heard of 
at that date’ (Millgate 1984, p. 58). He made the claim in his 
autobiography, which appeared in two volumes — The Early 
Life of Thomas Hardy (1928) and The Later Years of Thomas Hardy 
(1930) — as the work of his second wife, Florence Hardy (as 
they had agreed, though it was largely his own work). 

The theme of class injustice continued through his fiction, 
shaped by his own early experiences. Born into the decade 
known as the Hungry Forties, the young Hardy heard dramatic 
tales of rural rebellion and political agitation. This was a period 
when stories still abounded of the Swing Riots (labourers’ 
agitation against new farming methods and machinery, 
which had begun with the breaking of a threshing machine 
in 1830), the Tolpuddle Martyrs (who in 1834 were sentenced 
to transportation to Australia for their part in inspiring trade 
unionism, but later pardoned as a direct result of working-class 
petition) and the endeavours of the Chartists to gain working-
class rights and representation. 

Hardy himself was from what he saw as an intermediate 
class, the son of a builder and domestic servant, not quite 
professional or independent, but clearly distinct from the 
tradesmen and workers employed by his father. When, aged 
nine, he returned to the family home on the outskirts of 
Dorchester from a trip with his mother to see her sister, he 
heard that a child he had known, a shepherd boy from a more 
precarious background than his own, had died from starvation, 
having only raw turnip to eat. 

Years later, he would recall the incident, writing in 1902 
to the novelist Rider Haggard, who had inquired about early 
conditions of agricultural labourers for his study Rural England: 
‘I think, indeed know, that down to 1850 or 1855 their 
condition was in general one of great hardship’ (Millgate 1984, 
p. 335). His depictions of class would be refracted through 
these early encounters with hardship and poverty and he 
maintained a strong interest in the period that had seen the 
galvanising of class conflict. 

Writing Wessex
Centring on Wessex, a region of southwest England, in his 
own words ‘partly real, partly dream country’ (Preface 1895, 
pp. 4–5), Hardy’s writing not only broached controversial 
subjects but also drew on a range of styles, from the oral ballad 
traditions of some of his poems and short stories to the visceral 
subjects and colloquial language of his war poems. While 
he had lived in London intermittently through his twenties 
and thirties, working as an architect’s apprentice before he 
began writing in earnest, he returned to live in Dorset in 1881 
‘finding’, as he put it, ‘or thinking he found, that residence 
in or near a city tended to force mechanical and ordinary 
productions from his pen’ (Millgate 1984, p. 154).

The Mayor of Casterbridge (1886), written while his house was 
being built ‘in the fields at Max Gate’ (Millgate 1984, p. 180),  

about a mile out of Dorchester, was interwoven with the 
social and economic conditions Hardy had witnessed first-
hand. It opens with the remarkable scene of an unemployed 
and drunken hay-trusser selling his wife, a moment that 
encapsulates Hardy’s interventions in questions of both class 
and gender. Such sales were not entirely the work of the 
imagination: his preparatory research of local papers from the 
first part of the nineteenth century had yielded such instances. 
Women were yet in a state of legal, social and economic 
subordination, denied civic responsibility, deprived of 
autonomy in relationships and of property in marriage (for the 
simple reason that they were considered property themselves). 
They were overworked on the land and in factories, as they 
would come to be exploited as shop girls.

Elbowed off the pavement
Questions of poverty and gender run persistently through The 
Mayor of Casterbridge, set in the 1840s and written at a time 
when the Woman Question was discussed from all angles 
and the Housing Question was furiously debated in the pages 
of England’s newspapers. The novel emphasises the workers’ 
vulnerability to ‘untimely rains and tempests’, and the effects 
of these on ‘those households whose crime it was to be poor’ 
(Ch. 26). The phrase neatly draws attention to, and exposes the 
absurdity of, the view that was increasingly popular at the time 
that those who were poor were so because of some inherited 
and unalterable fault in their character rather than because of 
economic circumstances that could be — and in Hardy’s view 
should have been — changed. 

In this way, Hardy held to ridicule the notion that the 
poor were to blame in a society in which they were exploited, 
disenfranchised and denied an education. This was a theme 
that Hardy returned to forcefully in his final novel, Jude the 
Obscure, which tells the story of a poor man who could not 
get into Oxford, though cleverer than those studying there at 
the time. It takes his comrade, Sue Bridehead, to voice Jude’s 
predicament in class terms. She declares Jude to be ‘one of the 
very men’ the university was intended for ‘when the colleges 
were founded; a man with a passion for learning, but no 
money, or opportunities, or friends. But you were elbowed off 
the pavement by the millionaires’ sons’ (Part Third, Ch. 4). 

Fiction as an agent of social change
While Hardy sought in his writing to bring new awareness to 
social injustices, he was never didactic, leaving it instead to 
his readers to reflect, as liberal subjects, upon the questions 
he explored. In the words of Virginia Woolf, ‘It was as if his 
consciousness held more than he could produce, and he left it 
for his readers to make out his full meaning and to supplement 
it from their own experience’ (Woolf, p. 240). So that it was ‘for 
the reader, steeped in the impression, to supply the comment’ 
(p. 246). 

Although Hardy wrote for a middle-class metropolitan 
audience, his novels also reached the working class through 
libraries and working men’s clubs. It was the men and women 
of this class that formed the subject of his writing and his 
allegiance, to the repugnance of some of his critics. In ‘The 
Dorsetshire Labourer’, his 1883 essay in Longman’s Magazine, 
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he had urged middle-class readers not to patronise the rural 
working class, insisting that ‘the typical Hodge’ — a caricature 
of the rural poor — was ‘somehow not typical of anyone 
but himself ’ (Hardy in Millgate 2001, p. 38), and that ‘the 
characters, capacities, and interests of these people’ would 
shine out to the careful observer. 

The new writers and readers
So what did Hardy mean to the next generation of writers and 
readers? Quietly activist, acutely observant and powerfully 
sympathetic, his work shaped by the class and gender politics 
of Victorian England, Hardy was also a very modern writer, 
an innovator in dialogue with modernism, a significant voice 
for social and literary change and an opponent of censorship. 
While Virginia Woolf couldn’t quite approve of his depictions 
of class relations, she saw in Hardy ‘a powerful imagination, 
a profound and poetic genius, a gentle and humane soul’, 
praising the vision of a writer living ‘simply down in 
Dorsetshire without self-seeking or self-advertisement’ (Woolf, 
p. 237), and considered him in 1928 to have left ‘English fiction 
without a leader’. 

For D. H. Lawrence in his Study of Thomas Hardy (written 
in 1914 but not published until 1936), it was about much else 
besides: ‘These people of Wessex are always bursting suddenly 
out of bud and taking a wild flight into flower, always shooting 
something out of a tight convention, a tight, hide-bound 
cabbage state into something quite madly personal’ (p. 20). 
And in the words of Hardy’s friend, Lawrence of Arabia, writing 

to Florence Hardy in April 1928, ‘T. H. was above and beyond 
all men living, as a person’ (p. 592).

Thanks are due to Dorset County Museum for providing 
access to the Thomas Hardy Archive. 

Angelique Richardson is associate professor of English at the 
University of Exeter.
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I heard a Fly buzz — when I died — 
The Stillness in the Room 
Was like the Stillness in the Air — 
Between the Heaves of Storm —

‘I heard a Fly buzz — when I died —’

The focus on the fly rather than any spiritual revelation at the 
moment of death suggests resistance to her family and friends’ 
intense professions of Christian faith. At the age of 20 she wrote 
to her friend Abiah Palmer Root (Swift 2011):

The shore is safer, Abiah, but I love to buffet the sea — I can 
count the bitter wrecks here in these pleasant waters…but oh, 
I love the danger! You are learning control and firmness. Christ 
Jesus will love you more. I’m afraid he don’t love me any! 

To another friend, Jane Humphrey, she wrote in the same year 
(1850) ‘I am standing alone in rebellion.’ 

The natural world
Like Dickinson, Bishop was drawn more to nineteenth-
century Transcendentalists such as Emerson and Thoreau than 

AQA (A): Non-exam assessment &Comparing poets

In a 1956 letter to her friend and fellow poet Robert Lowell, 
Elizabeth Bishop (1911–79) recorded her reassessment of her 
American forebear, Emily Dickinson (1830–86):

Did I really make snide remarks about E. Dickinson? I like, or at 
least admire, her a great deal more now…and think, that she’s 
about the best we have. However, she does set one’s teeth on 
edge a lot of the time, don’t you think? 

The praise is still guarded but it prompts us to explore what these 
two writers share.

Home or abroad
Emily Dickinson spent a secluded life in her family home in the 
small New England town of Amherst. While her school friends 
married and moved away, she and her sister Vinnie lived with 
their ailing mother and restrictive father. Frustrated by the 
boredom of paying visits and domestic servitude, Dickinson 
became from her mid-thirties a virtual recluse. By contrast, 
movement, distance and journeys are at the heart of Bishop’s 
work. She too had an ailing mother whose hospitalisation led to 
her being taken from her native Nova Scotia in Canada to Boston 
in the United States when she was seven. In her autobiographical 
prose piece ‘In the Village’, she records the move as a traumatic 
abduction by her father’s family. 

In the war years she lived in Florida, and later in Brazil 
with her lover Lota de Macedo Soares, to whom she dedicated 
her 1965 book Questions of Travel. Her poem ‘One Art’ part-
playfully, part-painfully suggests that houses, cities, rivers, 
even a continent, need to be lost to master ‘the art of losing’. 
Dickinson’s world, by contrast, is often confined to a single 
enclosed room:

Emily
Dickinson 

Cathy O’Neill explores how comparing two 
poets can help us to read their work in new ways
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to orthodox religion. In Walden (1854) Thoreau writes: ‘I go 
and come with a strange liberty in Nature, a part of herself.’ 
His minute observation of the Walden ponds he lived among 
anticipates Bishop’s unblinking and unsentimental examination 
of the tiny details of the natural world: ‘Like the water, the 
Walden ice, seen near at hand has a green tint, but at a distance 
is beautifully blue.’ In ‘At the Fishhouses’ Bishop observes the 
familiar cold water of her native Nova Scotia: 

                                     The water seems suspended 
above the rounded gray and blue-gray stones. 
I have seen it over and over, the same sea, the same 
slightly, indifferently swinging above the stones, 
icily free above the stones, 
above the stones and then the world.

Elements of the natural world are also Dickinson’s companions. 
An encounter with a snake, in ‘A narrow Fellow in the Grass’, is 
easy-going:

You may have met him? Did you not  
His notice instant is — 

The Grass divides as with a Comb,

But it is also unsettling: 

But never met this Fellow 
Attended or alone 
Without a tighter Breathing 
And Zero at the bone.

Both poets also turn a clear-eyed and unsentimental gaze on 
the man-made world. In her poem ‘There’s been a death in the 
opposite house’ Dickinson notes: 

A window opens like a pod, 
Abrupt, mechanically; 

Somebody flings a mattress out, —

The detachment of this observing eye that notes but does not 
moralise is similar to Elizabeth Bishop’s dry, sardonic voice as 
she looks at a very ordinary seaport in ‘The Bight’:

There is a fence of chicken wire along the dock 
where, glinting like little plowshares, 
the blue-gray shark tails are hung up to dry 
for the Chinese-restaurant trade. 

Bishop’s urban poems remind us of the work of her near 
contemporary, the American painter Edward Hopper (1882–
1967). Her poem ‘Filling Station’ reads like a version of Hopper’s 
1940 painting ‘Gas’. Here she celebrates the oil and dirt of the 
place, seeing it as a lovingly kept domestic space. The poem 
opens with an exclamation ‘Oh, but it is dirty!’ — not an 
appalled but a fascinated response: 

 Somebody 
arranges the rows of cans 
so that they softly say: 
ESSO — so — so — so 
to high-strung automobiles. 
Somebody loves us all.

Just as Bishop hears and sees an echoing poem in the lined-up 
Esso cans, Dickinson in ‘I like to see it lap the Miles’ hears 
‘stanzas’ in the sound of a train which ‘supercilious peer[s] / In 
Shanties — by the sides of Roads’:

And then a Quarry pare

To fit its sides 
And crawl between 
Complaining all the while  
In horrid — hooting stanza — 
Then chase itself down Hill — . 

David Kalstone comments that ‘all of Bishop’s poems about 
seeing are critiques of the act of seeing’, and the same can be said 

&Elizabeth 
Bishop
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Publication and recognition
Although Dickinson circulated her poems to friends in letters, it 
was not until after her death in 1886 that her family published a 
selection of her poems. Readers had to wait until 1955 before a 
complete volume appeared, which is when Bishop first read her 
attentively and came to admire her. But Dickinson’s unorthodox 
punctuation and spelling had been neatened up and made 
conventional and it was not until 1998 that her actual way of 
writing was reproduced in print and readers were at last able to 
experience the full impact of her defiant voice.

Although Bishop was a Pulitzer prize winner (1956) and 
associated with the major American poets of her time, she 
was not as widely recognised in her lifetime as she has slowly 
become since her death. Since the 1970s she has been read 
and admired by other poets writing in the English language 
worldwide, including Seamus Heaney and Jo Shapcott. What 
they and others have admired are her ‘absorption in and minute 
attention to the world she describes’ and her ability to transmit 
not just a thought but ‘a mind thinking’ — what the poet Jamie 
McKendrick has called ‘the consecutive nature of experience’ 
(Anderson and Shapcott). 

Dickinson shares this ability to alter our thinking as we 
are reading the poem, so we have to shift our understanding 
and point of view. Often, as with reading Bishop, this involves 
journeying through time and space. Readers of both poets need 
to be ready to be caught off guard, as the tone can shift from 
playful to serious within a line.

After great pain, a formal feeling comes —  
The Nerves sit ceremonious, like Tombs —  
The stiff Heart questions ‘was it He, that bore,’  
And ‘Yesterday, or Centuries before’? 

The Feet, mechanical, go round —  
A Wooden way  
Of Ground, or Air, or Ought —  
Regardless grown,  
A Quartz contentment, like a stone — 

Emily Dickinson

of Dickinson’s work. In ‘Sandpiper’ Bishop invites us to see 
things from the bird’s point of view: 

The roaring alongside he takes for granted, 
and that every so often the world is bound to shake. 

But she also laughs at his compulsive hunting: 

...he is preoccupied,

looking for something, something, something. 
Poor bird, he is obsessed!

Bishop writes from both inside and outside her subject, while 
Dickinson’s wry, knowing observation also blends wit with 
impersonal observation: 

A Bird, came down the Walk — 
He did not know I saw — 
He bit an Angle Worm in halves  
And ate the fellow, raw.

‘A Bird, came down the Walk’

Confession and constraint
Bishop was wary of Sylvia Plath’s confessional poetry, so 
different from her own quiet and private tones. But she 
admired her work too. In a 1963 letter to Robert Lowell she 
wrote: 

Have you read the posthumous poems by Sylvia Plath? A 
terrifying and stunning group has come out…They seem as 
good to me as Emily Dickinson at the moment. Of course 
they are as extreme as one can bear, rather more so, but 
whatever wrecked her life somehow gave an edge, freedom 
and even control, to her poetry.

Her own love poems are as tightly controlled as Plath’s but far 
from the ‘extreme’. Perhaps necessarily, given how unusual it 
was to live openly as a lesbian in the 1960s, Bishop’s poems 
are often coded. Editors at the New Yorker perhaps rejected 
‘The Shampoo’ because they were wary of publishing an 
erotic lesbian poem which celebrates her lover’s grey hairs as 
‘shooting stars in your black hair’. 

Dickinson’s poems and letters are more openly passionate 
than Bishop’s, although her defiant, violent and often 
blissfully sexual encounters are imaginary: 

Wild nights — Wild nights!  
Were I with thee  
Wild nights should be  
Our luxury! 

Futile — the winds —  
To a Heart in port —  
Done with the Compass —  
Done with the Chart! 

Rowing in Eden —  
Ah — the Sea!  
Might I but moor — tonight —  
In thee!

‘Wild Nights — Wild Nights!’
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This is the Hour of Lead —  
Remembered, if outlived,  
As Freezing persons, recollect the Snow —  
First — Chill — then Stupor — then the letting go —

‘After great pain, a formal feeling comes’

Dickinson’s poems are often open-ended; her dashes allow 
several possible readings to emerge. So the final moments of ’I 
felt a funeral in my Brain’ do not reassure:

And then a Plank in Reason, broke, 
And I dropped down, and down — 
And hit a World, at every plunge, 
And Finished knowing — then —

Dickinson’s work is not always graspable — and this makes it 
worth pursuing; its ambiguities are its pleasures and we do not 
have to decide between them.  

Similarly, as Vicki Feaver points out (in Anderson and 
Shapcott), Bishop’s poems ‘both reassure and shake up received 
values’. The shake-up can be elusive. During a bus journey from 
Nova Scotia to Boston a moose comes out of ‘the impenetrable 
wood’. Importantly, it is a female (‘“Look! It’s a she!”’) but the 
surprise includes more numinous elements. ‘Why, why do we 
feel / (we all feel) this sweet / sensation of joy?’ Bishop asks 
when ‘the bus driver / stops with a jolt, / turns off his lights’. As 
the bus moves on, something lingers: 

For a moment longer,

by craning backward, 
the moose can be seen 
on the moonlit macadam; 
then there’s a dim 
smell of moose, an acrid 
smell of gasoline.

‘The Moose’

Bishop allows us to explore this scene without making the 
moose into a symbol, teasing us with the possibilities of this 

encounter but not making it entirely clear why it is such an 
important experience. The final two smells of moose and petrol, 
together with the sly combination of moonlit and macadam 
(tar), creates an ancient yet modern moment in one, both 
strangely reassuring but also unsettling. 

Considering these two poets in tandem reveals links in the 
sharpness of their voices and their close attention to detail 
but also helps us to hear what’s distinctive about their work. 
Emily Dickinson’s reclusive and eccentric existence has, not 
surprisingly, been the subject of a recent film — A Quiet Passion 
(2016). We love our poets to be odd and tormented. Pairing 
poets can be a kind of obvious literary game (think Wordsworth 
and Coleridge, Yeats and Eliot) but searching for more unusual 
pairings, such as Dickinson and Bishop, can challenge us to find 
new — sometimes unsettling — aspects of their work and reflect 
on how our expectations of writers can be rethought.
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Box 1 Other poets to consider

From your own reading, you may already know about American 
drama and fiction, but possible poets for further study include  
T. S. Eliot and Sylvia Plath (both of whom lived in Britain) and Robert 
Frost. 

Other poets you might consider include:
• Marianne Moore, whose work influenced Bishop and Robert 
Lowell, with whom she corresponded for many years
• the political protestors of the hippy era, such as Alan Ginsberg
• the environmentalist Robinson Jeffers
• feminists, such as Adrienne Rich
• Afro-American poets, such as Maya Angelou
• important Modernist writers such as Wallace Stevens and e.e. 
cummings (who never used the upper case)
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also works as a freelance consultant for widening access to 
higher education and is a school consultant for ENGLISH REVIEW.
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If you liked the discussion of 
Chaucer’s verse on pp. 9–11, 
you might also enjoy 
Simon Armitage’s recent 
translation of another 
Middle English poem, 
Pearl. Jenni Nuttall 
explores this amazing 
fourteenth-century 
dream vision which 
takes the reader to the 
edge of heaven

In recent years, poets such as Seamus 
Heaney and Lavinia Greenlaw have found 

inspiration in medieval English literature, translating 
Middle English poems into contemporary English or adapting 
their stories into new works. Simon Armitage has translated Sir 
Gawain and the Green Knight and published a Modern English 
version of the Alliterative Morte Arthur called The Death of King 
Arthur.

In the same medieval manuscript as the more famous Sir 
Gawain and the Green Knight are three other poems by the same 
poet: Pearl, Patience and Cleanness. While these last two poems 
narrate stories from the Bible, Pearl is a dream vision which is 
preoccupied by grief, loss and, most particularly, the difference 
between life on earth and life in heaven.

A pearl lost and found
In Pearl, a grief-stricken narrator begins by telling us that he has 
lost a precious and beautiful pearl. The pearl represents many 

 if you liked this… 

things at once: a lost jewel, an attractive 
woman, a source of happiness and 

health, something now locked away in 
mud like a corpse in the ground. As 

the poem progresses, we gradually 
deduce that the pearl is, on one 
level, a very young girl who has 
died, probably the narrator’s 
daughter, and perhaps called 
Margaret (because one of the 
Latin words for pearl is margarita). 

The narrator falls asleep in a 
garden and, in a dream, his spirit 

travels to a beautiful landscape 
by the side of a river. He sees, on 

the opposite bank, a figure whom he 
recognises as the pearl he has lost. She is 

no longer a little girl, but (now dressed richly 
in pearl-encrusted clothes) one of the 144,000 

saved souls in heaven who are described in the final 
book of the Bible, the Book of Revelation, which is also known 
as the Apocalypse of St John (Revelation 14: 3–5).

On either side of the river, dreamer and pearl-maiden 
talk to each other. Their conversation is full of mutual 
incomprehension. The dreamer’s ability to understand his lost 
pearl’s new identity is hampered by his own grief and sense of 
loss. Appropriately enough for someone who describes a lost 
jewel so lovingly, he views what he sees like a jeweller, often 
concentrating on outward appearances and worldly value-
systems. He makes mistakes in his assumptions, while the 
maiden, now with complete and perfect divine understanding, 
is not sympathetic to his difficulties. His central worry is 
whether it is right that such a young child has been given such 
an exalted place in heaven. Patiently, the pearl-maiden teaches 
her father that she deserves a place in heaven because of her 

Pearl
A New Verse Translation

by Simon Armitage
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own innocence and because of God’s mercy, even though her 
short timespan on earth did not allow her any time to earn her 
heavenly status through a virtuous life.

Despite his many mistakes and the many explanations 
which the pearl-maiden has to give him, the pearl-maiden 
eventually shows the dreamer the city of New Jerusalem, the 
heavenly city described by St John in the Book of Revelation. 
Within the New Jerusalem (which he sees from afar), the 
dreamer witnesses a heavenly procession, with Christ as the 
Lamb of God at its centre. Though he delights at this scene, 
the dreamer also focuses on the bloody wound in the Lamb’s 
side. Perhaps the human gaze can see something which perfect 
angels and virgins in heaven cannot fully appreciate: the 
physical pain suffered by Christ during his Crucifixion in order 
to redeem humanity. 

Most importantly, even when confronted by this heavenly 
vision, the dreamer cannot help but gaze on ‘my little queen’ 
(p. 98). That is, despite seeing heaven’s perfection, he is unable 
to overcome his own sense of loss. He plunges into the river 
to try to reach her, but, as he cannot yet die, he wakes up back 
in the garden. The poem ends with regret for his rash action, 
but also acceptance. The dreamer knows his lost child lives 
in eternal bliss and realises that God values each human as a 
precious pearl.

English to English translation
Armitage’s translation of Pearl recently won the 2017 PEN 
America Award for Poetry in Translation, beating translations 
from French, Spanish and Chinese. Armitage was therefore 
awarded a prize not for translating from one language to 
another, but for translating Middle English (the language 
spoken in England during the Middle Ages) into Modern 
English, the language we speak now. Armitage’s work is a 
translation between two moments in time rather than two 
different mother tongues. He does not seek to imitate the 
complex form of the original (which has a demanding rhyme 
scheme of ababababbcbc), but uses half-rhyme, alliteration 
and the rhythm of four beats per line. Unlike Chaucer’s more 
regular octosyllabic verse, Pearl is written in ‘loose iambic’ 
verse, each line with four strongly-stressed syllables or four 
main ‘beats’ with one or two unstressed syllables in between.

Armitage’s translation brings the text to life. When the 
dreamer first sees the pearl-maiden, he tells her about his 
sorrow: ‘Pensyf, payred, I am forpayned’ (line 246). The 
Middle English means something like ‘pensive, weakened, I am 
overcome by suffering’ in Modern English. That translation of 
mine is literal and accurate, but doesn’t do a very good job of 
conveying the dreamer’s feelings. Armitage’s equivalent line 
reads ‘I am hollow with loss and harrowed by pain’ (p. 23), a 
line full of imagery (emptiness, the breaking up of ploughed 
ground) and sound echoes which communicate the dreamer’s 
despairing tone. 

Later, the pearl-maiden tells the dreamer off for complaining 
about his grief so selfishly: ‘Stynst of thy strot and fyne to 
flyte’ (line 353). A very literal translation of this line would 
be something like ‘cease your strife and leave off arguing’. 
Armitage’s version is ‘quieten your quibbling, quit your carping’ 
(p. 32), a line which captures the alliteration and rhythm of 

the original. These formal choices enact the pearl-maiden’s 
bluntness, impatience and incomprehension.

Armitage’s evocative translation allows us to travel back 
in time to inhabit a perhaps unexpected medieval mindset. 
Though we might assume medieval Christians were not 
allowed to speculate about theology, Pearl imagines a situation 
in which a living human is able to ask questions of someone 
who has died and gone to heaven. Via this dialogue, we realise 
how difficult it is for mortals to comprehend the kingdom of 
heaven, yet we also see that heaven’s perfection cannot easily 
understand humanity’s capacity for pain and emotion.

Armitage, S. (2016) Pearl: A New Verse Translation, Faber & Faber.

Putter, A. and Stokes, M. (2014) The Works of the Gawain Poet 
(Pearl), Penguin Classics. 

Online resource 
Illustrations for the poem in the sole surviving manuscript, which 
dates from around the year 1400: www.tinyurl.com/y85dmvh7
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 unseen texts

Power and prejudice
A Passage to India

Victor Banerjee as Dr Aziz, Alec 
Guinness as Godbole and Judy Davis 
as Adela in A Passage to India (1984)

Andrew Brown suggests some ways of 
approaching an unseen prose extract through 
the lens of political and social protest writing, 
using an extract from A Passage to India

When responding to an unseen extract in an examination, 
you need to be aware of the particular critical lens 

through which you are required to study it. This article will 
look at some ways of responding to an extract from E. M. 
Forster’s 1924 novel A Passage to India through the lens of 
political and social protest writing.

A Passage to India focuses on the experiences of a British 
woman, Miss Adela Quested, on her visit to India during the 
1920s. At this time, India was ruled by Britain as part of its 
empire. In this passage, we hear a dialogue between the District 
Superintendent of Police, Mr McBryde, and Mr Fielding, who 
runs a school for Indian students. The characters in the passage 
are discussing an alleged sexual assault on Miss Quested by 
Fielding’s friend Dr Aziz in the nearby Marabar Caves.

Mr. McBryde, the District Superintendent of Police, was the most 
reflective and best educated of the Chandrapore officials. He 
had read and thought a good deal, and, owing to a somewhat 
unhappy marriage, had evolved a complete philosophy of life. 
There was much of the cynic about him, but nothing of the 
bully; he never lost his temper or grew rough, and he received 
Aziz with courtesy, was almost reassuring. ‘I have to detain you 
until you get bail,’ he said, ‘but no doubt your friends will be 
applying for it, and of course they will be allowed to visit you, 
under regulations. I am given certain information, and have to 
act on it — I’m not your judge.’ 

Aziz was led off weeping. Mr. McBryde was shocked at his 
downfall, but no Indian ever surprised him, because he had a 
theory about climatic zones. The theory ran: ‘All unfortunate 
natives are criminals at heart, for the simple reason that they 
live south of latitude 30. They are not to blame, they have not 
a dog’s chance — we should be like them if we settled here.’ 
Born at Karachi, he seemed to contradict his theory, and would 
sometimes admit as much with a sad, quiet smile. 
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‘Another of them found out,’ he thought, as he set to work to 
draft his statement to the Magistrate. 

He was interrupted by the arrival of Fielding. 

He imparted all he knew without reservations. Miss Derek had 
herself driven in the Mudkul car about an hour ago, she and 
Miss Quested both in a terrible state. They had gone straight to 
his bungalow where he happened to be, and there and then he 
had taken down the charge and arranged for the arrest at the 
railway station. 

‘What is the charge, precisely?’ 

‘That he followed her into the cave and made insulting advances. 
She hit at him with her field-glasses; he pulled at them and the 
strap broke, and that is how she got away. When we searched 
him just now, they were in his pocket.’

‘Oh no, oh no, no; it’ll be cleared up in five minutes,’ he cried 
again. 

‘Have a look at them.’ The strap had been newly broken, the 
eye-piece was jammed. The logic of evidence said ‘Guilty.’ 

‘Did she say any more?’

‘There was an echo that appears to have frightened her. Did you 
go into those caves?’ 

‘I saw one of them. There was an echo. Did it get on her 
nerves?’ 

‘I couldn’t worry her overmuch with questions. She’ll have plenty 
to go through in the witness-box. They don’t bear thinking 
about, these next weeks. I wish the Marabar Hills and all they 
contain were at the bottom of the sea. Evening after evening 
one saw them from the club, and they were just a harmless 
name … ‘Yes, we start already.’ For a visiting card was brought: 
Vakil Mahmoud Ali, legal adviser to the prisoner, asked to be 
allowed to see him. McBryde signed, gave permission, and 
continued: ‘I heard some more from Miss Derek — she is an old 
friend of us both and talks freely; well — her account is that 
you went off to locate the camp, and almost at once she heard 
stones falling on the Kawa Dol and saw Miss Quested running 
straight down the face of a precipice. Well. She climbed up a sort 
of gully to her, and found her practically done for — her helmet 
off —’

‘Was a guide not with her?’ interrupted Fielding.

‘No. She had got among some cactuses. Miss Derek saved her 
life coming just then — she was beginning to fling herself about. 
She helped her down to the car. Miss Quested couldn’t stand 
the Indian driver, cried, ‘Keep him away’ — and it was that that 
put our friend on the track of what had happened. They made 
straight for our bungalow, and are there now. That’s the story 
as far as I know it yet. She sent the driver to join you. I think she 
behaved with great sense.’

‘I suppose there’s no possibility of my seeing Miss Quested?’ he 
asked suddenly. 

‘I hardly think that would do. Surely.’ 

‘I was afraid you’d say that. I should very much like to.’ 

‘She is in no state to see anyone. Besides, you don’t know her 
well.’ 

‘Hardly at all … But you see I believe she’s under some hideous 
delusion, and that that wretched boy is innocent.’

The policeman started in surprise, and a shadow passed over his 
face, for he could not bear his dispositions to be upset. ‘I had no 
idea that was in your mind,’ he said, and looked for support at 
the signed deposition, which lay before him. 

‘Those field-glasses upset me for a minute, but I’ve thought 
since: it’s impossible that, having attempted to assault her, he 
would put her glasses into his pocket.’ 

‘Quite possible, I’m afraid; when an Indian goes bad, he goes not 
only very bad, but very queer.’ 

‘I don’t follow.’

‘How should you? When you think of crime you think of English 
crime. The psychology here is different. 

Chapter xviii, pp. 156–58

What happens? 
Two white men, both figures of authority, McBryde and 
Fielding, discuss the ‘insulting advances’ made on Miss 
Quested, by Dr Aziz, very shortly after the supposed assault has 
taken place. Of the two, Fielding is more inclined to question 
the evidence. He asks to speak to her directly; he is refused 
by the ‘Superintendent of Police’. The scene takes place in 
McBryde’s office. No other characters are present, although four 
others are mentioned: Miss Quested, Miss Derek, Dr Aziz and 
his legal adviser, Vakil Mahmoud Ali. 

Social and political contexts
What information are you given about the social and political 
contexts of the extract? The apparent crime, a sexual assault 
on a white woman by a ‘native’ Indian, might be read as a 
straightforward event, of significance to none but the apparent 
victim and perpetrator. However, Miss Quested’s reaction to her 
Indian driver (she ‘couldn’t stand the Indian driver’) suggests 
that she sees it as an incident of more interracial significance. 
McBryde’s belief that ‘All unfortunate natives are criminals 
at heart’ suggests that such a crime fits with a wider narrative 
about the relationships between Indian men and the colonial 
authorities. 

This essential prejudice — McBryde literally prejudges the 
case — points us to the author’s attitude towards the wider 
social injustice of England’s colonial occupation of India, and 
its imposition of unrepresentative authority over it. 

Power and agency
How are power and agency distributed? The extract focuses on 
the conversation of two white men about the case. McBryde 
is in an official position of power, and Fielding’s position 
gives him an important role in the colonial project to develop 
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Western modes of thought in the British colonised middle 
class. What is clear though is that both of the white men 
consider themselves to have authority over those around them: 
Aziz’s representative is excluded from the conversation; Miss 
Quested and Aziz are both presented as weak in their reported 
behaviour (Miss Quested ‘is in no state to see anyone’ and not 
to be worried ‘overmuch with questions’; Aziz has been ‘led off 
weeping’). Both therefore have agency removed from them. 

The attitude that ‘Another of them [has been] found out’ 
informs McBryde’s official report. Ironically, McBryde tells 
Aziz ‘I’m not your judge’, although he has already made several 
judgements about him. The paternalistic attitude that natives 
are ‘unfortunate’ allows McBryde to be ‘almost reassuring’ to 
Aziz. His affable and courteous manner is shown to be a very 
shallow veneer in the passage. The hope for justice if Aziz is 
innocent, as is hinted at, seems slim.

Aziz’s fate is in these two white men’s hands, due to 
their privileged position and the silencing of Miss Quested. 
The power struggle between the two looks set to be won 
by McBryde, who represents colonial authority and that 
hegemonic perspective of white male privilege. Political power 
is shown in this extract to be the power to define criminality. 
Forster invites his readers to question this position, through 
Fielding’s rational questioning of the evidence and through 
McBryde’s vain and contradictory foolishness. In doing so, he 
questions the validity of the colonial system itself. 

Reader confidence
How confident can the reader be about the version of events 
that is presented? Miss Quested’s version of events is reported 
to us third-hand via McBryde, who heard the story from Miss 
Derek. His methods and judgements are called into question 
by Forster through Fielding. The reported events are that Miss 
Quested appeared in a panicked state, having run ‘down the 
face of a precipice’, losing her ‘helmet’. Aziz had the binoculars 
in his pocket. Interpretation of these details has already been 
made, and Fielding’s reasonable attempts to interview the 
victim are being blocked by the more powerful McBryde. At 
this point it looks unlikely that the Indian characters will 
be allowed to have their say: Aziz is ‘weeping’ and therefore 
considered irrational, and his lawyer, although granted 
‘permission’ to speak to his client, is not present.

Dominant and oppositional readings
What dominant and oppositional readings are present in the 
extract? Forster adopts an omniscient voice in this passage. 
He is able to tell us about McBryde’s ‘unhappy marriage’, for 
example, and his ‘philosophy’. At the start of the passage, the 
narrative is investigating McBryde’s consciousness while he is 
isolated from other characters. We understand his doubts and 
thoughts and feelings. However, the narrator is also sufficiently 
detached from McBryde to be able to pass some judgement on 
him. For example, McBryde is described as ‘the most reflective 
[…] of the Chandrapore officials’, which may be taken as an 
implied criticism of the others. 

The dialogue reveals a great deal about the assumptions 
that the two white men share, but also their differences. Both 

share a belief, for example, that Miss Quested’s ‘nerves’ are 
likely to have been affected by the ‘echo’ in the caves and that 
she would find the questioning in the witness box an ordeal. 
The suggestions of hysteria — ‘she was beginning to fling 
herself about’, ‘she was running straight down the face of the 
precipice’ — are unquestioned by either man. Even Fielding, 
who questions much, can only suggest that Miss Quested ‘is 
under some hideous delusion’. In spite of this, the word of 
Miss Quested and Miss Derek is given greater credence by the 
representative of the law than anything that the indigenous 
Aziz might be expected to say. His behaviour is explained 
simply as being ‘bad’ or ‘very queer’. 

The sentence ‘Aziz was led off weeping’ might have been 
surprising to Forster’s original readers. The text was produced 
between the two world wars when rigid ideas about manliness 
were dominant in Britain’s national consciousness. The fact that 
neither McBryde nor the narrator passes any comment on Aziz’s 
tears would suggest that the text is inviting its readers to share 
in an assumption that such behaviour is to be expected among 
the representatives of ‘the other’ in the text. However, at the 
same time, McBryde’s theories about ‘climatic zones’ and their 
impact on behaviour are shown to be ridiculously illogical. By 
questioning the authority figure in this way, Forster opens a 
door for his readers to question McBryde’s assumptions about 
race and behaviour.

Support or challenge?
Does the extract appear to support or challenge the political 
and social culture that it describes? There is no strong narrative 
voice intruding into the action of this passage. Instead, the 
writer’s key methods rest on dialogue, reported action and 
some examination of the inner thoughts of the most powerful 
characters. McBryde, who despite his protestations to the 
contrary has already prejudged Aziz’s guilt, is revealed to be 
flawed. His logic about ‘All unfortunate natives…’, his wish that 
‘the Marabar Hills and all they contain were at the bottom of 
the sea’, his closed-minded reading of ‘the evidence’, and his 
lack of interest in speaking to Miss Quested, would all have 
forced Forster’s readers (even those few who shared his belief 
that Aziz was ‘Another of them found out’) to question his 
aptness for authority.

Fielding, whose first reaction to hearing the charge — 
‘Oh no, oh no, no’ — suggests that he is more sympathetic 
to the Indian characters in the story, portrays a much more 
reasoned approach, but is without authority in this exchange. 
In this passage, therefore, through satirically pointing up the 
mechanism of its racist prejudice, the legitimacy of colonial 
political power is strongly called into question.

Forster, E. M. (2005) A Passage to India, Penguin Classics.
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 contemporary poets

John Ash

Backwards

Not wanting to be part of a crowd, 
I made my farewells to the twentieth century  
some years before it ended, 
but it occurs to me that I said and did 
nothing to greet the new century apart from 
getting drunk on the appropriate night.

This is partly a matter of preference — 
for a farewell is an entire landscape with tombs 
and a sunset, while a greeting is merely 
a door opening onto an uncertain hallway. 
Even so, I would like to correct the omission:

‘So here you are twenty-first century, 
and perhaps, surprisingly I am here too. 
It is only the end of your second year, 
but already you are beginning to look old, 
and there are good reasons for wishing  
you would vanish like an epidemic 
without further, monstrous repetitions.’

This, of course, is not what I meant to say.
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Questions
1 In what ways is ‘Backwards’ an appropriate title for this poem?

2 Explain the poem’s main conceit (elaborate and unusual metaphor) 
and the effects that it creates.

3 Comment on the significance of the two metaphors at the centre of 
the poem.

John Ash was born in Manchester in 1948 and began publishing poetry 
in the 1970s. In 1985 he moved to New York where he developed lasting 
friendships with several important American poets, including the well-
known writer John Ashbery. He later taught at the universities of Iowa 
and UC Berkeley. In 1996 he moved to Istanbul, where he still lives. 
Ash’s lifelong interest in Byzantine history is reflected in many of his 
later poems. ‘Backwards’ is from The Parthian Stations (Carcanet 2007).
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